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cobeco pharma is producer and wholesaler of pharmaceutical, cosmetic and stimulating products
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EAN and Adam Lewis, the inventor of the PULSE product

line, set out to answer the question how the market and

the products therein will develop over the course of the

next years. One of the future trends with the biggest poten-

tial: virtual reality.

Patrick Pruvot is the manager of French store chain 'Passage

du Désir', which also makes him an expert for the adult mar-

ket in the Grande Nation. EAN spoke with Patrick about the

current status of the French retail trade and about the latest

developments in the adult market in general.

“The greatest happiness on Earth is sitting in the saddle of a horse.“

 Manuel Martin shares this sentiment, and in his case, the love for

horses and horse breeding has had an  added  benefit – after

all, that’s what led him to the adult  industry. But we’ll let him tell

the story himself, in this edition of 'Monthly Mayhem'.

The design of sex toys has undergone a remarkable develop-

ment throughout the past years. Some of the most impressive

designs available in the market are now presented in the

book 'Objects of Desire.' Author Rita Orrell tells us more about

the art of adult design in our interview.

“To understand the present, you must respect the past,“ says

Sam Ruddy, Vitenza’s Business Manager for Great Britain. He

has delved deeply into the history of the adult industry, and

now the results of his research are presented in the form of a

fascinating infographic.

Page 106 Page 110

Page 70

Page 134

Page 62
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C O N T E N T

'Lustgården' in Uppsala is truly a highlight of the Swedish adult

retail trade and of the shopping landscape of Uppsala. For

roughly 17 years, Anette Nordstrand and her team have been

providing the consumers with quality products and first-class

advice to help people achieve a more fulfilled sex life.

Organic products are the latest craze. But also in the adult

market? Yes, says Frédéric Donnat whose brand Divinexta-

ses – started in 2011 - offers the perfect products to cater

to the increasing demand for naturalness. In our interview,

he grants us an in-depth look at his company.
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Hencida, Hungary - Debra Net LTD. has received

Bisnode's AAA cer tificate, which belongs to only

0.63 % of the companies in Hungary, and it

 indicates that the f inancial r isk of establishing business

 relations with Debra Net is extraordinarily low.

Debra Net LTD. has received
Bisnode's AAA certificate

The basis of the Bisnode certifi-

cate is Bisnode's rating system,

which has been used for rating

companies in view of their reliability

since 1908. Issued with AAA, AA,

and A ratings, Bisnode certificates

indicate the stability of companies,

and that companies in possession

of such ratings – i.e. Bisnode

 certificates – have steady financial

standing. The AAA company rating

was introduced in 1989, and firms

have had the opportunity to 

demonstrate their business reliabi-

lity in the form of certificates as well

since 1996. The certificate provides

means for the eligible companies

to show to others that their com-

panies are recognized, reliable

and creditworthy undertakings. The

Bisnode certificate is used in seve-

ral countries across Europe, while

in the Nordic countries it is consi-

dered to be a standard of trading.

The Bisnode rating is based on

data originating from multiple offi-

cial sources, such as information

from the Ministry of Justice and Law

Enforcement, entries of the Courts

of Registry, as well as the data of

the National Tax and Customs Ad-

ministration and other authorities.

In addition to the data from the of-

ficial sources, the financial

 information regarding the firm,

such as balance data, profit and

loss accounts, and trends are

 incorporated, as well. For the ra-

ting, the demographic data of the

company or organization are taken

into consideration, i.e. the compa-

ny's age, activities, size and owners,

alongside their interrelations. It is in-

corporated from the Bisnode Pay-

ment Experience Program into the

rating whether the given enterprise

settles its invoices at their due da-

tes or with delays, i.e. what their

payment discipline is. Furthermore,

numerous other pieces of informa-

tion gathered contribute to the

 system of Bisnode's rating, such as

 legal enforcement details and

press reports. “As the Bisnode certi-

ficate does not only show the cur-

rently steady financial standing of

our company, but partly owing to

the design of the Bisnode certifi-

cate it also indicates the probabi-

lity of our business becoming insol-

vent in the forthcoming year, we

can proudly state that Debra Net

LTD. shall continue to be a steady

actor of the market in the future,

too,” says Zoltan Body, Owner and

CEO of Debra Net.

Top rating for financial stability 

N E W S

letter

from the editor
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Last May, EAN presented an interview
with Paul Clifton, one of the founders
of start-up Comingle. He and his
team had plans to launch a vibrator
with multiple motors that could be
adapted to the consumers’ need
and wishes via an open source sys-
tem. A crowdfunding campaign had
already indicated consumer interest,
generating 60,000 dollars.
At the end of February, the project
was shut down. The reason: a lawsuit,
brought about by a patent for vibra-
tors with three or more motors. The
team of Comingle feel the patent
holders are so-called “patent trolls” –
i.e. parties that have no interest in the
actual product, but are only out for
money. Their patents are deliberately
vague, and they count on young
companies not having the financial
means to take the thing to court and
clarify the facts of the case. Naturally,
the patent holders see the whole
thing differently, and far be it from
me to make any statements about
who is right and who is wrong in this
situation. But this case does shine a
spotlight on a problem that the com-
panies in the erotic industry will be
facing more and more often in the
future. As technology becomes a
bigger part of the products in this
market, patents and intellectual pro-
perty rights will become more impor-
tant as time goes by and new pro-
ducts are developed. It is only a small
step from defending your invention
– which is perfectly legitimate – to
blocking new developments that
would have benefitted not only the
consumers, but would also have
been a big step ahead for the in-
dustry as a whole. Let’s hope that we
don’t see such things too often, and
that innovative capability and inven-
tive thinking continue to be driving
forces of the erotic industry.

That’s it for this month!
Randolph Heil

Dear Ladies and
Gentlemen

EAN_04-16_08-43_Edi_News_Layout 1  31.03.16  15:01  Seite 1
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Zwaagdijk, The Netherlands - Eropartner Distribution is proud to announce that they have added

the Sqweel XT to their assortment. Sqweel XT is the latest addition to the Sqweel product line.

Sqweel XT arrives at Eropartner Distribution

After the highly successful Sqweel and Sqweel GO,

 Lovehoney recently launched the Sqweel XT for men.

Featuring 2 sets of Turbo Tongues - soft and extra firm,

which rotate in 3 powerful speeds and 3 pulsating patterns

to simulate intense oral sex action, the toy offers the

 ultimate joy for men on tap. Sqweel XT is USB-rechargeable,

has a travel-lock feature and is 100% waterproof.

Jim Primrose Lovehoney General Sales Manager explains:

“Sqweel XT is a unique proposition for men, there is nothing

quite like it. After the success of the Sqweel for women, it

was the obvious next step to create a similar toy for men.

The momentum for male sex toys is gathering pace; 2016

is the Year of the Male Sex Toy and it’s about time that

men realised what they’ve been missing out on." Mischa

Heins, Account Manager at

 Eropartner Distribution adds: “We

have seen a growing interest in

male sex toys the past year,

and we are expecting that this

will only increase in 2016, so the

Sqweel XT has been introduced at the

right time and we advise our retail partners to stock on

it. With its gadget-like design, it looks very different than

most male masturbation toys and is sure to make a great

addition to the offering of every retailer". 

Wimborne, England - ABS Holdings is pleased to

 welcome a new addition to the best-selling Fleshlight

Signature range. “We have just taken stock of the new

Riley Reid Lotus from Fleshlight”, enthuses Glenn Wilde

 Senior Sales Executive. “The Fleshlight Signature range is

immensely popular; what with its very high quality product,

coupled with intense packaging and superb marketing.

Every new Fleshlight girl is welcomed with open hands

and we’re sure Riley Reid will be no exception. Star of

Young and Delicious, Forbidden Fruit and Porn in the USA

#5, to name but a few, Riley

brings a youthful exuberance

and cuteness to the Fleshlight

Signature range. Available in

a pearlescent casing, the Riley

Reid Lotus is sure to be in high

demand.”

For men 

N E W S

New Fleshlight Girl Riley
Reid now available

ABS is now offering the new

Fleshlight Girl Riley Reid 



Etten-Leur, The Netherlands - From now on the full

Rimba Lingerie collection is transformed and

 upgraded to a higher level. Amorable by Rimba is the

new name for this collection and the total assortment is

being delivered in stylish packaging boxes. The sparkling

new look will boost the exposure in the retail and attract

more attention from clients. Bigger images and more

specific information about the product decorates the

boxes. Rimba uses the same

 compact box sizes as before, so they

are easy to stock and to ship. Clients

having old boxes in stock can ask for

free replacement boxes to repack

current stock and upgrade the

Rimba lingerie assortment to the new

name. The company also offers free

logo stickers available to decorate

shelves and walls.

Wadgassen, The Netherlands - ST Rubber released

two new products in their TitanMen label. These

 realisticly designed dildos are called The Fist and 10' Dong

and have a length of over 25 cm. The Fist is the lifelike

 reproduction of a male forearm including a clenched,

flexible fist while the 10' Dong is a realistic shaped penis of

an equally impressive size. Both products are jet black

and suitable for vaginal as well as anal use. Thanks to a

suction cup at the end, they can easily be used for solo

play. Both TitanMen are made of skin-like UR3 (TPE) with

anti-bacterial Sil-A-Gel formula. The base is made of

 phthalate-free, body-friendly PVC. Made in the USA.

New look for Rimba
 Erotic Fashion Lingerie

ST Rubber presents two
new TitanMen products
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Shoreham-by-Sea, England - Net1on1 has finalised a deal to become the exclusive UK wholesale

distributor of Zuyosa, a new sexual vitality supplement for the busy modern man. The new

 aphrodisiac, which will be available to retailers across Europe and the USA, aims according to the

manufacturer to quickly and naturally improve sexual desire and performance and is ideal for pro-

fessional males who suffer common physical and mental fatigue due to busy work and social lives. 

Net1on1 Signs exclusive UK distribution
deal for Zuyosa supplement

Derived from the Japanese word ‘Tsuyosa’, which

means strength, the supplement boasts a special

formula of natural minerals and plant extracts designed

to boost libido, including Siberian Ginseng, Maca, Zinc,

Magnesium and Vitamin B6. Produced in the UK, the

product has also achieved full approval by the MHRA

(Medicines & Healthcare Products Regulatory Agency)

for use as a dietary supplement. Danielle Warn, Head

Buyer at Net 1on1 said: “We are delighted to be the first

wholesaler to bring Zuyosa to the UK and we have no

doubt that this very stylish new supplement will be a big

hit with today’s image-conscious professional men. Now

worth in excess of £45 billion, the worldwide market for

dietary supplements is crying out for a brand like Zuyosa

that embodies masculinity and places emphasis on

lifestyles rather than problems or cures. The innovative

packaging is cleverly designed and is the ideal size to

slip into a back pocket on a date or a night out, the

product will particularly appeal to men who take pride

in their appearance and sex lives.”

Sexual vitality for the busy modern man

w w w. e a n - o n l i n e . c o m  •  0 4 / 2 0 1 6

Rimba has optimized and upgraded

its lingerie collection 
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Shots introduces
Crackling Body Foam

Iinnovation in the field of massage products

The foam provides a wake-up effect to the skin while

providing instant pleasure, a refreshing and titillating

sensation to the skin. The foam adds a complete new

 experience to the dimension of touch. With Crackling Body

Foam it is impossible to have a dull massage. The product

engineer at Shots Media says; “the bursting and intensified

crackling sound when the foam is being moulded and

pressed even harder to the skin, it is so much fun. And it

keeps doing this over and over. Providing a constant

 popping and titillating experience on every touch. In fact

the longer you press and touch the body foam, the longer

it stays active. Massaging can be a lot of fun adding more

playfulness to the body contact by means of this uncanny

innovation.” When applied to the skin, the foam

 immediately gives this tingling sensation, kind of like you

feel when the feeling returns from a sleeping arm. Or the

fine tickling soda bubbles give to your tongue. Plus the

sound of constant popping, much like corn seeds do in a

hot pan. It foams, it opens the pores and wakens the skin  -

directly adding more fun and playfulness to the sensation

of touch. Above this Crackling Body Foam it moisturizes,

improves circulation and it has a fresh smell. Besides the

original Crackling Body Foam, the foam is now available

in three new flavours. The Crackling Body Foam original,

vanilla, peach and strawberry come in 150 ml foam spray

dispenser bottles. Crackling Body Foam is

for both men and women. For orders

contact Shots Media at +31 (0) 487

519 333, or via info@shotsmedia.nl. To

order directly have your sales

 manager send a fax to +31 (0) 487

591 573. Or visit www.shotsmedia.nl.

Beneden-Leeuwen, The Netherlands -  Shots

in t roduces  Crack l ing Body Foam. An

 innovat ive product which has potent ial  to

become this summer’s sales hit .  This special

foam contains refreshing micro beads that

burst  on contact with the skin. 
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Almere, The Netherlands – New

at Scala Playhouse: the Nova

and Rave by We-Vibe. These two

amazing new designs will take your consumers to a new

dimension of intimate fun with their unique skills and

 features. Discover all their pleasurable possibilities! The new

Nova by We-Vibe combines the pleasure of G-spot

 stimulation with powerful clitoral vibration. The unique de-

sign flexes with movement to stay in contact with your cli-

toris for maximum stimulation in every position imaginable.

The new Rave by We-Vibe is a sensational G-spot vibrating

with soft edges and a powerful rumble that will make you

weak at the knees. The unique shape is ergonomically

curved for maximum G-spot stimulation.  Both vibes offer

10 sensational vibration modes, are USB-rechargeable

(charging cords included) and have a smooth, premium

silicone touch. The Nova and Rave both come with the

unique We-Connect app. Use the application to design

your own vibration modes or let a lover control the Nova

from a distance for some naughty, hands-free fun. 

We-Vibe Nova and Rave
arrive at Scala Playhouse

Ketter ing, England - UK Manufacturer Rocks-Off announced the release of a Special Edit ion

of their  Bamboo Bul let.  The new 'Gold/Noir '  Bamboo bul let has a black body and a rose

gold cap, which quite resembles the iconic 'Chanel L ipst ick case'  that so many

women love and recognize. 

Rocks-Off release Special Edition Gold/Noir
Bamboo Bullet

The Bamboo Gold/Noir is available now. “The elegant

shape and compact size of the Bamboo in this colour

scheme makes it very easy for the consumer to conceal

its true identity” says Sales Director Andrea Duffy. “It can

be discreetly kept in a handbag or on a dressing table

and no one would know that it isn't your favourite lip-

stick. With its 10 function, ultra powerful motor and

 completely waterproof design that we at Rocks-Off are

known for, the Bamboo Bullet in its four original colours

has already

become a

best seller in

just a short

 period of time.

We’re sure

that this

new Spe-

cial Edition Colour will be a big hit!”

Available now & ready to ship
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Pipedream Hot 
Water Face Fucker

Now in stock and shipping

The Pipedream

 Extreme Toyz Hot

Water Face Fucker is

the ultimate cock -

sucker. The secret

behind this ultimate

oral sex simulator is

the hidden water

 reservoir located be-

hind the mouth in the

back of the head. Fill

the tank with hot

 water for warm

blowjobs that feel just

like the real thing!

The open mouth instantly

 heats up, creating a warm and tight oral

 masturbator that massages and stimulates.

The Hot Water Face Fucker deep oral canal is lined with

tiny ribs that create the best sensations when lubed

up. The powerful suction cup base holds the head in

place and sticks to nearly any flat surface--floors, tiles,

tabletops and even glass! The water reservoir valve is

located on the top back of the head. To clean this suck

buddy, flush the mouth out with toy cleaner and warm

water. "Consumer demand forced us to create the

 ultimate oral sex toy for men, while still having the  -

hardcore fantasy element that Pipedream Extreme Toyz

is known for” said Pipedream Chairman and CEO Nick

Orlandino. “Contact your Pipedream sales executives

to get your orders in now, based on the early response,

this is going to a top seller." 

Chatswor th ,  USA -  A f te r  a  show-s topping

 debut  at  ANME,  the Pipedream Ex t reme

Toyz Hot Water Face Fucker is  now in stock

and sh ipping.  Customers  are u rged to

 contact  the i r  sa les  execut ives  and p lace

their  orders immediately.  

11

Now available: the Pipedream Extreme

Toyz Hot Water Face Fucker
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Wijchen, The Netherlands - Kama Sutra´s massage

candle inspires intimacy and relaxation through a

sensual massage. Rich, emollient formulas provide a  silky-

smooth glide as well as moisturizing and nourishing the

skin while enticing scents captivate the senses. The

 massage candle is a coconut oil based formula with shea

butter and vitamin E.

It melts into a rich

massage oil when lit.

The product is  wax-

free and naturally

melts at a low

 temperature, which

prevents the skin from

burning. The conve-

nient spout makes it

easy to use. 

Hanover, Germany - ORION picked up the prostate

massager XPANDER by JOYDIVISION. The product was

first presented during the eroFame fair last fall and the

company reports a huge interest for the massager on

their social media channels. „We did not just want to extend

our successful range of prostate stimulators Booster and

Booster pro,

but create a

c o m p l e t e l y

new kind of sti-

mulator. Thanks

to the XPANDER

we were able to break the lack of innovation in regards of

prostate stimulators and create a completely new

 technology. With the XPANDER you will be able to increase

your sales in the expanding category of male toys

 significantly. Look forward to the top-seller made in

 Germany!“, said CEO Oliver Redschlag.

Kama Sutra offering
massage candles

XPANDER by JOYDIVISION

Zwaagdi jk ,  The Nether lands  -  DONA by JO,  the aphrodis iac and pheromone in fused

 col lection for women, is now available at Eropar tner Distr ibution. The distr ibutor has added

the complete col lect ion to i ts  offer ing and is now ready to ship. 

DONA arrives at Eropartner Distribution

The products will help you to relax and get ready for a

night of passion. DONA is a diverse collection that

has three different ranges that are complementary to

each other.

The Pamper range comprises of luxurious bath  products,

Pheremone perfumes, Body Shimmer Dust and Spray,

Massage Butter and Shave gel.

DONA’s Entice products are especially  designed

to set the mood. These products are designed

to transform the surroundings into a romantic

getaway with pro-

ducts like lingerie

wash, linen spray,

synthetic rose pe-

tals and aromatic

reed diffusers.

The Play collection features kissable and scented mas-

sage oils and massage candles, massage lotions, body

paint and body toppings. Every one of the  products is

available in three scents, Flirty Blushing Berry, Sassy Tro-

pical Tease and Naughty Sinful Spring. And six flavors,

Chocolate mousse, Vanilla buttercream, Strawberry

Soufflé, Maple sugar, Honeysuckle and Lollipop.

“We are excited about adding DONA to our portfolio.

The new packaging looks spectacular, and the

 collection is diverse enough to suit the needs and pre-

ferences of everyone. Also, DONA has been a pleasure

to work with; they have provided us with all the tools,

from training our sales team to supplying us with POS

material to pass on to our retail partners. We are ready

to start introducing DONA to them!”, says Elcke Wieffe-

ring, Head of Purchasing at Eropartner Distribution.

The complete collection is ready to ship

Eropartner has added the complete DONA

collection to its offering 

Light up the fire 



Wimborne, England - “We are always pleased to be able to announce pr ice drops” cheers

Glenn Wilde Senior Sales Executive. “So to be able to drop the price on these great products

from Per fect Fi t  is  great news.“

Perfect Fit - Perfect Price

N E W S

„Thanks to our relationship with Perfect Fit there are

three products we can now pass a saving on to, thus

allowing our customers to benefit from these great re-

ductions.“ The Zoro Strap-on, Ergo Shower Douche and

the Armour Knight Strap-on are now available at lower pri-

ces. The Zoro Strap-on is a solid, one piece love aid which

is  ergonomically designed to deliver the greatest thrills to

the wearer and the receiver, whilst the Ergo Shower Douche

is a top of the range douche system, designed for deeper

cleaning and more sensational anal sex pleasure. It has a

9” nozzle, which moulds

to the wearers shape, thanks

to the softer TPR material. The Ar-

mour Knight is a strap-on for men OR

women to enjoy. Made from the im-

pressive TPR material, the hollow designs al-

lows a man to wear this item, but the sturdiness

of the material and design of the harness means it can

easily and comfortably be worn by a woman. It is available

in black or clear and in two sizes (small or large).

Almere, The Netherlands – OVO has a wide range of

USB-rechargeable vibes that will certainly draw con-

sumers’ attention. OVO offers sleek, contemporary pleasure

providers with a high-end look and feel combined with an

affordable price-tag. The toys are inspired by Berlin, the

city that unites art, trends, culture and innovation into one,

 unique experience. The OVO assortment includes various

rechargeable products in a variety of shapes, sizes and

colors, such as the S2: a teasing lay on vibe available in

light blue or rose. Other toys

in the OVO assortment that

are USB-rechargeable are

the C1: a sleek mini vibrator, the E2: a lush vibrator, the E5:

a powerful rabbit-style  vibrator, the E6: a thrilling rabbit-style

vibrator and the J2: a heavenly curved rabbit-style vibe. To

help you market OVO to its fullest potential, Scala Playhouse

also has various OVO POS materials available to help boost

your sales. 

Recharge your assortment with OVO

ABS is to announcing a price drop on selected items from the Perfect Fit range
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North Hollywood, USA - Doc Johnson has announ-

ced a collaboration with Kink.com, one of 

the world’s largest producer of BDSM  

entertainment. Doc Johnson and Kink.com are

 planning on creating a  cohesive well-curated KINK

 Signature product range at the ANME show in July

2016. Kink.com was started by UK-born Peter Acworth

in 1997 and has become the predominant force in

BDSM and fetish  entertainment. As with all Doc Johnson

products, the KINK Signature line will be made in

 America. “This is an exciting year for Doc Johnson,”

said Doc Johnson VP of Sales and Marketing, Scott

Watkins. “Celebrating our fortieth anniversary and

 creating this successful  partnership really gives 2016 a

lot of meaning. And our partners at Kink share the

same focus as we do with our brand - always create a

fantastic customer experience.”

Flensburg, Germany - The “Cottelli

Collection” label stands for ex-

clusive high-quality fashion and offers

extraordinary lingerie combinations,

trendy nightclub outfits and also a

collection of seductive high heels

which add that sexy finishing

touch to any outfit.

The new collection of

amazingly hot high heels

is now being presented by

ORION Wholesale: trendy ankle boots

with a stylish python print, classic vinyl

sandals, high-quality and stunningly sexy boots, and

extravagant platform shoes. The new collection doesn´t

just get women´s pulses racing because men will also

love what they see!

Doc Johnson creates exclusive
KINK signature product line

Almere, The Netherlands – Scala Playhouse is now stocking the largest assor tment in Europe

of Doc Johnson’s products.  The extended assor tment at Scala Playhouse means customers

can get every Doc Johnson i tem desired combined with excel lent pr icing and ser vice. 

Scala Playhouse 
goes all out on Doc Johnson

The partnership between Scala

Playhouse and Doc Johnson has

been a solid factor for years. The

American brand has been a key

player in the pleasure products

 industry for over 40 years, creating

innovative and high quality designs that are proudly

made in the USA. Scala Playhouse is thrilled at the

 expansion of the Doc Johnson assortment on offer, as

the brand’s values of trust; transparency and quality are

a perfect match with Scala’s own vision on pleasure

products. “We understand the importance of our work:

we bring pleasure to the world. Our renowned products

help people connect with their bodies, and often with

their partners, and create a greater

sense of wellbeing. Everything we

do is focused on the meaningful

purpose of the product - to bring

 sexual satisfaction to the user”, Doc

Johnson explains its vision in the

March issue of PLAY magazine. Scala Playhouse is proud

of its partnership with the brand and therefore aims to

get its customers acquainted with this amazing producer

of sensational, high quality pleasure products; born in

the USA. The Doc Johnson assortment at Scala

 Playhouse contains all the best-selling collections the

brand has to offer, including Ultra Realistic, American

Bombshell, Mood, Vac-u-Lock and more. 

Successful partnership

N E W S

New high heels from the
Cottelli Collection
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The Enya vibrator from the Caresse by TOYJOY range has perfected 

the art of G-spot stimulation. This sensational design will tickle 

and thrust you to a whole new dimension of intimate pleasure. 

WWW.SCALAPLAYHOUSE.COM
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Flensburg, Germany - The 20th

 edition of the neutral erotic ma-

gazine Modern Emotion with lifestyle

themes and shopping tips for consu-

mers is now available. As always the

magazine is only available in German

and free of charge. The highlights of

this issue are erotic spring tips, trend toys, lubes, sex fantasies

for fetish beginners as well as a special on bisexuality

among others. An online version of the latest issue can be

found in the download section of orion-grosshandel.de.

Retailers can order Modern Emotion March/April/May 2016

for free in DIN A5 format for distribution to their customers

from ORION Wholesale via the article number 0906557

0000. The delivery quantity is 50 magazines per bundle.

Companies interested in advertising can turn to Claudia

Jensen, Telefon 0461-5040 238, cjensen@orion.de.

Hauppauge, USA -

Male Power has been

catering to fashion forward

men for over 42 years. This

year, they are particularly

proud to participate in

Gay Pride events around the United States, including festi-

vals, parades, conferences, carnivals and fashion

shows. Male Power is highlighting a number of popular

garments in advance of the upcoming Gay Pride cele-

brations: The Fullback bikini from the Futbol collection is

made from soft fabric. This brightly colored selection co-

mes in turquoise/yellow and black/green. The Brass Buckle

Mini Short is designed for those who favor a boxer brief.

The Pocket Jock, from the Pocket Pool collection, is made

of breathable cotton spandex and is trimmed with an

athletic mesh pocket.

Modern Emotion's spring
edition released

Male Power highlights fashion
items for Gay Pride events

Seatt l le,  USA - Kheper Games, Inc. is  excited to announce that they have launched three

new par ty games:  What the F*ck?  Truth or Dare, Hash I t  Out,   and Drinking With Stupid.

What the F*ck? Truth or Dare is  a crazy par ty game and an extension to the What the F*ck?

par ty game l ine that has sold almost a mil l ion copies to date.  

Kheper Games, Inc. 
launches three new party games

Players take turns asking and acting

out 100 hilarious truth or dare options.

A sample truth question is: “What is the

most unethical thing you have ever

done?”  A sample dare is: “Let other play-

ers fling mayonnaise on you (or other con-

diments) as if you are in the center of a

bukake circle.”Hash It Out is a pot-themed

activity where players take turns selecting joint shaped

game pieces and asking a question to the group from

one of the sides.   There are 100 discussion “highly relevant”

topics to choose from, such as “What is the most fun thing

to watch on TV while smoking pot?” or “Which player most

resembles a box of kittens?”  After

each question is asked, the group

then has a “joint” discussion and

agrees on an answer together. Drin-

king with Stupid is a drinking game that

celebrates the stupid things you and

your friends have done.  Questions like

“Have you ever been caught peeing

in public?” or “Have you called a lover by an ex’s name?”

are answered by players taking a drink if they would say

yes.   Over 550 Questions. “We’ve done quite well with our

games and continue to offer unique and off-the-wall con-

tent with them,” explains CEO Brian Pellham.

What the F*ck?  Truth or Dare, Hash It Out, and Drinking With Stupid

N E W S

Three new games by Kheper Games
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Wijchen, The Netherlands - Leg Avenue recently

landed their new lingerie collection and kept the

vibe from their fall/holiday collection going. The elegant

‘urban-chic’ character is still noticeable in their new styles

and photography. " The new collection is very sexy and

compliments femininity in all sizes," the company said.

One of the highlights of this collection are the new

 garterbelts. Leg Avenue added three garterbelts to their

collection, which make a good basic for consumers.

One of the outstanding garterbelts is a rubber-look design

with six straps. The material gives a slimming look and

 makes the garterbelt easy to wear. The six strap design

give an extra hold to stockings and make it fit to wear

 underneath clothing. This garterbelt is available in multiple

sizes and are an easy product to buy for consumers.

Leg Avenue highlights garterbelts in their latest collection

Los Angeles, USA - The Screaming O has completed its latest round of product materials testing,

this time consisting of its newest True Silicone, ABS plastic, and opaque SEBS. Using the services

of Polymer Solutions, the new materials underwent The Screaming O’s now signature three-step

testing process customized to determine material authenticity, non-toxicity, and body-safety. 

The Screaming O completes Round 3 of
independent product material verification

The company is proud to report that its

True Silicone, bright ABS plastic, and

opaque SEBS passed all three tests with

confidence. The Screaming O’s True

 Silicone can be found in a range of new

products, including the soft-and-stretchy

RingO Pro collection of silicone penis

bands, while its colorful ABS plastic is featured in the

 company’s now record-setting Vooom Bullets, new mini

vibes featuring a low-pitch rumbling motor. The Screaming

O’s new opaque and tinted SEBS is featured in the

 Screaming O Sport high-performance vibrating ring, which

debuted earlier this year to rave reviews. As part of its

 commitment to customers, retailers and consumers of all

kinds, The Screaming O has contracted this independent

laboratory and a separate third-party verifier to maintain

regular testing of each material in its

 catalog. In addition to securing

 consumer trust, this testing initiative also

sparked an evidence-based conver -

sation regarding the safety and quality

of its affordable materials. “We stand by

the quality of every item in our catalog

and data like that from Polymer Solutions gives our custo-

mers just one more reason to trust The Screaming O and

its product line,” The Screaming O  Account Executive

Conde Aumann said. “The Screaming O makes important

marketing and development decisions based on evi-

dence and experience, which includes  maintaining re-

gular materials testing phases. We only use materials that

are proven and verified to be body-safe and it’s a com-

mitment we take very seriously.”

Brand’s popular True Silicone, ABS plastic & SEBS pass purity & body-safety tests

N E W S

One of the highlights of the new

collection are three new garterbelts
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Almere, The Nether-

lands – New in the

TOYJOY Designer Edition

collection: the Xeno, a

premium vibrating

 prostate massager that is so powerful, it’s almost out of

this world! The design comes in a chic blue color and will

take you on a very pleasurable journey towards the

 illustrious P-spot. The TOYJOY Designer Edition range has

 become a firm favorite among TOYJOY fans thanks to its

premium materials, sleek look & feel and quality vibes. If

you want to give your consumers a feeling of high-end

erotic luxury that is still affordable to all: TOYJOY Designer

Edition is your perfect match. The new Xeno is a premium

vibrating  prostate massager with thrilling vibrations by 

TOYJOY  Designer Edition. This sleek pleasure provider will

amaze lovers with its sensational 8 pulsating functions and

powerful multispeed vibrations. The ergonomically

 designed  massager will hit all his hotspots, both internally

as externally! The design is easy to operate, USB-

 rechargeable (charging cord included) and made of

 premium, soft touch silicone in a beautiful sky blue color.

The Xeno is out of this world

Stockholm, Sweden - An episode of Cait lyn Jenner’s popular real i ty TV show ' I  Am Cait '   -

documented her f i rs t  introduction to LELO in an episode on Sunday March 13th on E! 

Caitlyn Jenner is 
the newest LELO lover

In the episode, Caitlyn’s assistant Courtney reveals her

favorite sex toy, the LELO GIGI 2, describing it as “better

than diamonds.” Caitlyn then gets up close and perso-

nal with the bestselling massager, before handing it

over to actress and performer Candis Cayne who uses

it like a lipstick. LELO CMO Steve Thomson said: “Caitlyn

Jenner is one of the highest profile people in the world

today, so it’s no surprise that she and those around her

would choose the highest profile pleasure brand when

they’re on the road! The GIGI 2 is a long-time customer

favorite, and it’s featured very prominently in the show.

We have no doubt that this instantly recognizable, iconic

pleasure product will be in high demand over the next

couple of weeks.”

This comes just a fortnight after another luminary, Kim

Kardashian, recommended the LELO Massage Candle

as the perfect romantic accessory for couples. Now,

with such prominence on I Am Cait, a TV show that’s

right at the heart of the consumer, LELO recommends

that retailers feature GIGI 2 very visibly in store and

online, so that any starstruck customers looking for it

can spot it easily.

'Better than diamonds'

N E W S
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Sevilla, Spain - Beginning

of March Fleshlight an-

nounced the release of a

new Fleshlight Girl. Her

name is Riley Reid and

since 2011 she is a

well-known perfor-

mer in the adult

business with

more than 360 scenes in video productions of major

porn labels. With some of her appearances she even

was able to win several XBIZ awards and AVN awards:

Female Performer of the Year, Best Girl/Girl Sex Scene,

Best Double Penetration Sex Scene & Best Anal Sex

Scene. Fleshlight likes to keep an eye on these new

porn stars so decided to tap her to be one of their

girls. So another Fleshlight Girl added to the line-

up. She has worked with a lot of the major production

companies out there at the moment. She doesn’t

 really have any limits as to what she’ll do on

 camera. According to Fleshlight Girl Riley Reid,

“there are two things a girl wants to achieve when

she enters adult entertainment business. First, AVN

Awards and second, to become Fleshlight Girl”.

Fleshlight launches Riley Reid Lotus

Los Angeles, USA - The Screaming O has debuted the RingO Pro  collection, the highest-quality

and lowest-priced sil icone cock rings on the market. This new series is made of True Sil icone,

a lab-tested and body-safe sil icone now featured in much of the company’s  catalog and

 features a seamless shape and flat band for a more comfor table fit. 

The Screaming O debuts True Silicone
RingO Pro C-rings in 3 sizes

Available in three graduated

 sizes and priced to satisfy,

RingO Pro cock rings are made for

connoisseurs of all experience levels.

Ideal for people who prefer cock

rings with some give – and especi-

ally for first-time users – the RingO

Pro collection is the most affordable

and dependable silicone cock ring

of its kind. RingO Pro cock rings are soft, smooth, and  super-

stretchy with a wider band that’s as durable as it is reliable

for noticeable enhancement. This new shape ensures a

fulfilling experience and makes it easy to stretch around

almost any size member with ease and accommodate

almost any body type. “Our RingOs remain one of our  

top-selling SKUs thanks to their grab-n-go packaging and

simple design so we gave them an

upgrade using True Silicone and a

new shape,” The Screaming O

 Representative Conde Aumann said.

“This unique flat band lies flush against

the body for optimal comfort and is

easier to wear for longer periods of

time. They’re simple to use, 100%

body-safe, and are priced to ensure

that consumers of all economic levels can afford quality

silicone cock rings. We’re incredibly proud of the RingO Pro

series and the rave reviews they’re already getting.” The

RingO Pro collection is packaged in sealed pouches to

promote grab-n-go impulse purchases and can also be

hung individually. RingO Pro LG, RingO Pro XL, and RingO

Pro XXL are available in Black, Blue, and Red True Silicone.

N E W S

New seamless rings feature wide band for a strong comfort fit

RingO Pro cock rings are made for

connoisseurs of all experience levels

24

Riley Reid entered the adult

business five years ago 
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Wadgassen, Germany - With the NOVA EXERCISE

BALLS, Svakom is releasing a love ball set specifi-

cally aimed at

strengthening the

pelvic floor muscle,

before and after

pregnancy. Produ-

ced from body friendly silicone, each of the three NOVA

EXERCISE BALLS can be inserted comfortably, so that it

is accurately fitting for working out when standing and

walking. The three models train the musculature

 individually by using different sizes, arrangements and

weights: 1 ball: diameter 36 mm, length 135mm, weight

45g, 2 large balls: diameter 32mm, length 172 mm,

weight 80g, 2 small balls: diameter 28 mm, length 162

mm, weight 90g. The NOVA EXERCISE BALLS set is

 available in two colors, fully coated with soft silicone,

waterproof and easy to clean.

Almere, The Netherlands –

Coming soon to Scala

Playhouse: the Callie col-

lection by Jopen. This sleek

brand is a perfect choice for your more mainstream

 consumers, as it boasts non-intimidating packaging

 combined with sleek, contemporary silhouettes. The classic

collection offers beautiful design with thrilling features at a

very attractive pricing. The luxurious white and gold color

scheme of the Callie range will instantly draw the attention

of your consumers, as it emits both glamour and

 sophistication.  Jopen stated about their latest collection:

“Callie is classically chic with a touch of elegance. From

the romantic design to the stunning crystal adornments,

this collection brings intense pleasure in a variety of

 beautiful shapes and sizes. Four classic styles are available:

the Vibrating Dual Massager, Vibrating Mini Massager,

 Vibrating Mini Wand and the Vibrating Wand.”

Svakom’s 
NOVA EXERCISE BALLS

Get ready for Callie at
Scala Playhouse

Zwaagdijk,  The Netherlands -  Cyrex, manufacturers and brand owners of E lectraSt im, have

Eropar tner Dist r ibut ion as one of the f i rs t  dist r ibutors to car r y their  new Jack Socket.  The

men's sex toy, which combines e-st im sensations with the st roking action of a male mastur-

bator,  is  now avai lable at the dist r ibutor.

ElectraStim’s Jack Socket now available
through Eropartner 

The ElectraStim Jack Socket has a compact design

and with an internal textured sleeve made from TPE

material it moves and feels similar to skin. But most

 importantly, it is the only male masturbator that can be

connected to any ElectraStim stimulator, thereby blen-

ding the sensations of a realistic stroker with the sensati-

ons of electrostimulation. When used with an ElectraStim

Flick or Flick Duo stimulator, its possible to achieve a

fully-synchronized experience with the e-stim pattern

matching your stroking pattern and blending the

 sensations. "This item is the worlds first realistic feel male

masturbator to incor-

porate electro-sex

connectivity and is

set to be a big hit for

anyone with a penis,"

says ElectraStims di-

rector, Andy Smith.

Eropartner Distribution

carry the full Electra -

Stim range including the Flick stimulators which have a

motion controlled feature.

The new male toy is combining e-stim sensations and stroking action 

N E W S

Eropartner is one of the first distributors

to carry the new Jack Socket
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Almere, The Netherlands –

Soon arriving at Scala

Playhouse: the impressive

Bum Buster from the Anal

PLAY range by TOYJOY Classics. The Anal Play range –

part of the TOYJOY Classics assortment – offers con-

sumers the choice between various high quality anal

pleasure providers. As the range has proven to be

very popular with TOYJOY fans, Scala Playhouse has

decided to add four new designs to the already ama-

zing Anal Play collection. The Bum Buster anal plug,

one of the new designs. This naughty design is made

of premium, soft touch silicone and features a thrilling

silhouette, teasing both the P-spot and offering exterior

perineum stimulation. It comes with an easy-retrieval

loop and is the perfect choice for lovers who want to

experiment with anal play. 

Wimborne, England - Clone A Willy's new packaging

now includes directions in English, Spanish, French

and German, as well as a short product description on

the label in each language. “The new format is gender

neutral, much more retail friendly and adheres to the EU

guidelines for imported products from the USA. This allows

our customers to spread the joy of cloning to even more

people and even cross borders. The eye catching new

packaging is sure to attract new customers and will

brighten up any shop or website. The new product images

are available to download from our Image Bank on our

website,” informs Glenn Wilde, Senior Sales Executive.

Can you handle the
Bum Buster?

Clone A Willy now in 
redesigned packaging

Warsaw, Poland/ Bath, England - The Trade Sales team at Lovehoney have

returned to Bath,  UK af ter  a th ree-day bus iness  conference wi th  Po l i sh

 dist r ibutor Playroom in Warsaw, Poland.The purpose of the conference was

to establ ish sales goals and growth prospects for the coming year.  

Lovehoney meets Playroom 

It was the first time that Jim Primrose

(Lovehoney General Sales Manager)

and Ilona Laboviciute (Lovehoney Business

Development Executive) had visited Playroom.

During the meeting, the Lovehoney team got familiar

with Playroom’s organisational structure, its business goals

and were taught everything there is to know about the

erotic products market in Poland. During a briefing, the two

firms exchanged information and experiences related to

building mutual business relations. Playroom's General Ma-

nager Robert Strzelecki said: "We started a business relati-

onship with Lovehoney after the eroFame show in Hannover,

Germany in 2015, and it has been developing very well

since then. We have common goals and above all, we

are willing to develop our cooperation." Lovehoney's Ge-

neral Sales Manager Jim Primrose said: "We are very plea-

sed to be working with Playroom. There are many opportu-

nities we will explore and one of them is capitalising on the

ever-growing excitement around the new Fifty Shades of

Grey movie, Fifty Shades Darker, which is going to be re-

leased in February 2017. We have lots of exciting new pro-

ducts in the pipeline and we're excited to share them with

Poland and the rest of the world." During the stay, the visitors

saw the company’s head office in Warsaw, two flagship

Playroom stores and other erotic stores, as well as the Play-

room Logistics Centre – the specialist organisational unit

responsible for all logistical operations, including drop-ship-

ping. The Lovehoney visitors were impressed by the com-

pany’s organisation and professional approach to business

and look forward to a long and fruitful working relationship.

Companies building closer business relationship

N E W S

Eye catching: the new Clone A Willy packaging
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Zwaagdijk, The Netherlands - Riley Reid’s Fleshlight is

available in a realistic flesh tone color with the

 popular Lotus texture and is exactly molded after Riley’s

most intimate parts. The Riley Reid Fleshlight can be

perfectly paired

with Fleshlube

and the Fleshlight Sleeve warmer to make the most of

your moments of pleasure. Riley Reid has been working

in the adult industry since 2011 and has starred in more

than 360 scenes. She has won multiple awards, inclu-

ding AVN for Female Performer of the Year and Best

Girl/Girl scene. “Fleshlight likes to keep an eye on new

adult stars, and decided to tap her to be one of their

girls. She has a great body and has worked with a lot of

the major production companies “, says a company

representative. Eropartner Distribution offers the com-

plete range of Fleshlight masturbators and accessories.

Eropartner is now offering 
the latest in the Fleshlight collection

Chatswor th, USA  -  Oxbal ls  has unvei led new packaging on i ts  top-sel l ing impor t TPR i tems.

Designed with the retai ler in mind, the new packaging promotes the brand’s message with

a clear,  cohesive presentat ion. Oxbal ls ’  impor t  i tems wi l l  now be packaged in custom

clamshel ls  with f ront and back window openings that offer customers an unobstructed

view of the toy within. 

Oxballs revamps product packaging

Other retail-friendly packaging design

 features include wordless diagrams that

 demonstrate with graphics how the product is

worn along with material descriptions and care

instructions.

On a grander scale, Oxballs’ new packaging

is designed to showcase the brand cohesively.

Formerly branded as Atomic Jock, the repa-

ckaged collection now prominently features

the recognizable Oxballs orange logo with a

gray repeat pattern replacing its former

 reflective backing on the packaging. The new look allows

retailers to create visually impactful in-store displays with a

unified presentation that appeals to a wider range of con-

sumers. Oxballs made the decision to update its packa-

ging based on the demand from retailers. “This decision

was made in response to direct feedback we received

from current customers and potential customers, particu-

larly during the Expomark show in Hawaii in November,”

said Ryan Fraga, Oxballs Director of Sales &

Marketing. “We wanted to honor the honest

input we were receiving about our packa-

ging. It was hard to hear negative feedback,

but we value it just as much as all the positive

response we receive. We’re confident that

the new packaging effectively addresses

 retailers’ needs and allows them to better

capitalize on the growing male category.”

Several of Oxballs’ key sellers are now avai-

lable in the new clamshell packaging and

shipping this week, with more items shifting to the packa-

ging over the next few months. Oxballs brought the idea

from concept to market in roughly 90 days, with zero price

increase. Staying true to its niche and fetish customer

base, Oxballs will continue to offer its hand-poured silicone

toys in versatile heat-sealed pouches. The aesthetics of

the pouch packaging will be updated to match the

clamshells to maintain Oxballs’ new cohesive look.

Mass-market bestsellers now available in mainstream, retailer-friendly clamshells

N E W S

New at Eropartner: Riley Reid,

the latest Fleshlight Girl 
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Flensburg, Germany - ORION Wholesale is

 offering a large selection of promotional pro-

ducts from You2Toys: practical sex toys like penis

loops, cock rings, masturbators, love balls, nipple

clamps and vibrators that can fit in a handbag.

They come in a space-saving but promotional

aluminium bag. They can be placed on the shop

counter as additional products or be included in

the delivery when a customer orders something

online – therefore increasing sales. These products are

best suited to be used as giveaways. ORION Wholesale

has extended the assortment of these articles because of

high demand from retailers. An overview of the products

can be found at their website. Just go to the menu, select

“Specials” and then click on the “Giveaways” category. For

orders and further information please contact ORION Who-

lesale, Mr Hauke Christiansen, phone 0049-461-5040 210,

fax 0049-461-5040 244, e-mail: hchristiansen@orion.de.

ORION Wholesale: Small but effective – 
products to increase sales

Almere, The Netherlands -  The Extravaganza Scala Fair  on the 13th and 14th of March has

had a record turn-out of v is i tors.  The Extravaganza themed Scala Fair  drew vis i tors f rom al l

over the world to the Scala Playhouse showroom in Almere. 

Extravaganza Scala Fair has record turn-out

The record-number of visitors were trea-

ted to an extravagant fair with beautiful

decorations and various events. One of

the highlights of the fair was one again

the famous Cash & Carry, which went so

fast and furiously that Scala Playhouse already had to

 restock it with new items on the Sunday afternoon. Visitors

were able to profit from many deals from the biggest

brands like CalExotics, Pipedream and Doc Johnson. During

the Extravaganza Scala Fair, many new products and

 collections were introduced. One of the highlights was the

successful introduction of its new brand Get Real by TOYJOY.

Other new introductions that were received very positively

were the new Hylo & Enya trusting vibes in the Caresse by

TOYJOY Collection and the Xeno prostate massager by

TOYJOY Designer Edition. Besides presenting its own, 

in-house brands, Scala Playhouse also took the chance to

introduce visitors to new brands in its assortment such as

Fantasy Lingerie and Wicked Sensual Care. The new Inspire

range by CalExotics – exclusively available at Scala Play-

house – also received a lot of attention, gathering praise

as a revolutionary range of sexual aids that is expected to

sell really well. Guests were treated to freshly brewed coffee,

scrumptious popcorn and sweet cotton candy for to feast

on. Scala Playhouse also provided some eye

candy, as there were beautiful male and fe-

male lingerie models that used the showroom

as one big catwalk. The female models dazz-

led visitors in Baci, Allure and Fantasy Lingerie.

The male model wore Envy by Baci. Guests could join in

on the special TOYJOY Raffle; winning 300 euros worth of

TOYJOY products. That wasn’t the only prize-competition

though: visitors could also use the Lucky Crane to grab

themselves an amazing prize. Besides deals, new product

releases and prize-competitions, the Scala Fair also provi-

ded lots of useful information and inspiration to visitors.

Guests could attend the Scala’s Academy Live, which

 featured a new walk-in concept. This meant that at certain

times during the day visitors could attend a mini-workshop

by some of their favorite brands at the actual showroom

booths. Attendees were thrilled with the useful tips & tricks

they received on maximizing their sales potential. Of course

a Scala Fair wouldn’t be a Scala Fair without an amazing

Scala Party to match. Therefore on Sunday evening guests

were treated to some drinks and snacks, plus lots of musical

entertainment in the Scala Playhouse showroom restaurant.

A piano man, guitarist, beatboxer and a DJ got visitors

grooving along until the early hours of the morning.

Success on all levels

N E W S

The new promotional products come in a

space-saving but promotional aluminium bag
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Almere, The Netherlands –

New in the TOYJOY

 Designer Edition collection:

the Xeno, a premium vibra-

ting prostate massager. The design comes in a blue

color. The TOYJOY Designer Edition range has become

a firm favorite among TOYJOY fans thanks to its

 premium materials, sleek look & feel and quality vibes.

The new Xeno is a premium vibrating prostate massa-

ger with thrilling vibrations by  TOYJOY Designer Edition.

This sleek pleasure provider will amaze lovers with its

sensational eight pulsating functions and powerful

 multispeed vibrations. 

The ergonomically  designed massager will hit all his

hotspots, both internally as externally. The design is

easy to operate, USB-rechargeable (charging cord

 included) and made of premium, soft touch silicone

in a beautiful sky blue color.

Shoreham-by-Sea, England - Net

1on1 is expanding its sales outreach

as its Head Buyer, Danielle Warn takes

on new responsibilities to identify further

opportunities for company growth and to

forge closer relationships with vendors in the

north of England. Danielle joined Net 1on1 as Customer

Service Manager back in 2005 and was promoted

to Head Buyer in 2010. Using her industry knowledge and

contacts she has built up in the last decade, Danielle’s

new role will specifically involve researching, planning and

sourcing innovative new products based on changing

 retailer and consumer demands, industry trends and

 analysing the success of existing products to ensure that

Net 1on1 remains competitive. Co-inciding with her 10th

anniversary with the company, Danielle recently relocated

from Hertfordshire to Stockport, Manchester.

The Xeno is out of this world Net 1on1’s head buyer
takes on new role

Barcelona, Spain -  The Adrien Last ic Ocean Storm is more than just  another v ibrat ing egg.

The product is rechargeable from a standard USB charging point and completely waterproof

to ensure rel iable use in any s i tuat ion along with easy cleaning. 

Adrien Lastic releases vibrating egg
 called Ocean Storm

The ABS plastic construction makes this

 vibrating egg compatible with any intimate

lubricant the user prefers. The product has ten

speed settings, three constant and seven with

pulsing and escalating vibrations. Constructed

from dark blue gloss ABS plastic in a form that

is redolent of gentle ripples the smooth form

of the egg is comfortable to use and visually

appealing. The size of Adrien Lastic's Ocean

Storm is 80mm x 30mm, which is, according to the

 company, "the perfect size to be unthreatening  to be

unthreatening yet make its presence felt and packs

 unparalleled power into this small package". The hard ABS

shell ensures that the maximum amount of vibration from

the powerful vibrator inside is transmitted to the

user’s body. Once the user has finished using the

Ocean Storm it is easily removed using the plastic

loop at the base provided for this purpose. The

Ocean Storm has a remote control making pos-

sible for partners to enjoy it together. Small and

discrete with a satin black finish the remote has

two controls, on/off and the mode button

 allowing the holder of the remote to change the

settings of the Ocean Storm even if the control is in their

pocket. To support the Ocean Storm and other new

 products from the creative team at Adrien Lastic its sales

force has been expanded and the company is delighted

to welcome back to its ranks Maggie Binoux.

For couples and singles

N E W S

New from Adrien Lastic:

Ocean Storm 



Thank you
for visiting the

Scala Fair

Thank you for visiting the Extravaganza Scala Fair.  

The fair was a big, extravagant success and we  

couldn’t have done it without you, our valued visitors.  

Your continued trust and support means the world to us.  

Thank you, Bedankt, Merci, Gracias, Danke!

WWW.SCALAPLAYHOUSE.COM
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Chatsworth, USA - Impulse Novelties announced

the addition of two industry veterans to their

 growing sales team. Kim Airs brings her decades of

experience and knowledge to the three year old

company and is  joined by April Hoopes, who has nine

years of adult retail experience and is based in the

Cleveland, Ohio area. “I am excited to be part of a

successful, family owned company once again. It’s

where my roots are and I’m so happy to be with

 Impulse,” Kim shared. “I can’t wait to take the line of

products to the next level!” April added “I am so

happy to be working on the manufacturing side of

the adult toy industry. I can apply my knowledge I

have gained through my years of retail and share

that with the stores I visit and the accounts I handle.”

Impulse Novelties founder and designer Ernestine

Touon expressed her enthusiasm for the two latest

members of the sales team, who join Sara Hentcy

who has been with the company almost a year.

Impulse Novelties adds
 industry vets to Sales Team

Zwaagdijk,  The Netherlands -  Eropar tner Dist r ibut ion and IMTOY Inc. br ing  high-

tech  connected pleasure and sexual health to eager European early adopters.

Take your journey to int imacy to a whole new level with IMTOY Inc.,  a US/Chinese

company dedicated to creating products that are per fect for your every need. 

IMTOY’s revolutionary new smart products in Europe

The IMTOY team has been around since 2012, innovating

the smartest, most creative products with your absolute

pleasure and well-being in mind. “We are massively excited

about our future with Eropartner Distribution, the first distributor

to launch us into the European market” says Managing

 Director Johnny Jiang. “So far we’ve experienced unpre-

cedented growth and are really excited to bring the latest

innovative intimate tech to Europe, especially with such a

legend of the industry”. Superior quality, fun and safe to

use – Candy is a custom-designed, ultra-soft Kegel ball

that connects seamlessly to any smart device with a free

app to help strengthen pelvic floor muscles

for a healthier, more confident self. For the

guys, Piu, the most luxurious male vibrator

enables synchronizing individual pleasure with

erotic movies via a smart device. The ac-

companying free app allows users to download films from

an ever-expanding adult content library, all of which are

programmed for Piu to expertly synchronize with the rhythm

of the content– customizing each experience. Piu’s

 ergonomic form delivers a mind-blowing orgasm again

and again. With a super soft, non-toxic, hypoallergenic,

medical-standard silicone interior, Piu is designed to provide

you with all-encompassing pleasure – the smart way.

Eropartner
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 POTENCY caps for men
Wilder, stronger, harder – 
Nahrungsergänzungsmittel – 
können aufgrund der besonderen 
Wirkstoffe pure Kraft verleihen!

Wilder, stronger, harder – 
Food supplement –
can give you pure power
thanks to its special formula!

PRORINO
POTENCY caps 
for men
5 caps
Art. No. 
78404

PRORINO
POTENCY caps 
for men
2 caps
Art. No. 
78403

PRORINO
POTENCY caps 
for men
10 caps
Art. No. 
78405
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Ontario, USA - CalExotics has added new vibrators to

the Embrace collection. These massagers feature

a rolling Pleasure Ball designed to provide

rolling stimulation. Susan Colvin, Founder

and CEO of CalExotics, says,

 “CalExotics has always been at the

forefront of innovation. Our next big

leap is with the Pleasure Ball. This

technology offers outstanding

 stimulation and helps enhance the

user experience. We’ve already re-

ceived an overwhelming response

and can’t wait to get this into the

hands of consumers.” The rolling

Pleasure Ball moves up and down

to create a sensation not found

in most pleasure products. Plus,

the Pleasure Ball offers three

speeds of massaging action taking

the intensity even further. The

 Embrace Massaging Tickler and

Massaging Rabbit feature the rolling Pleasure Ball in the

shaft to help create more intense g-spot stimulation.

The  Embrace Massa-

ging G-Tickler and

Massaging G-

Rabbit feature

the rolling Plea-

sure Ball in the

clitoral stimula-

tor to help

create a teasing

sensation. The mas-

sagers are powered by

three  strategically placed

 motors and offer seven functions of vibration, pulsation

and  escalation. Like all Embrace products they and are

made of body-safe silicone and are waterproof. The

Embrace massagers are USB rechargeable and feature

a state of the art memory chip. CalExotics also offers 

e-learning courses about the Embrace series on their

CalExotics Institure website.

CalExotics extends Embrace collection

Almere, The Netherlands – Excit ing news f rom Baci L ingerie: i t ’s  extending i ts  assor tment at

Scala Playhouse with var ious new, sexy looks. 

Beautiful new Baci looks

The new items are made of premium quality materials

such as delicate floral lace and sassy satin, creating

an alluring image to enhance her femininity. 

Since its introduction at Scala Playhouse, Baci Lingerie

has become a firm favorite amongst the erotic apparel

assortment. Combining fashionable trends with premium

materials, whilst taking into account that each woman

is shaped differently, Baci has created a collection that

makes every woman shine. The new looks in the col-

lection enhance her femininity with their figure flattering

fits, highlighting her most alluring parts. One of the must-

have looks is the beautiful Lacy Bra Cincher Panty set.

The set comes in a tasteful packaging which instantly

gives your consumers a sneak preview of what to expect

with a glamourous photo of the product. It doesn’t often

happen that the product itself looks as good on, as it

does on the model, but Baci has carefully created a

lingerie look to suit every body type. The cincher belt

tucks in the waist, creating a sexy hourglass figure, while

the lacy bra provides a little lift for an even better clea-

vage. The matching briefs skim her curves, while still

keeping something to the imagination. The product is

a one-size-fits-most, meaning that it stretches with her

body’s contours for a comfortable, alluring look. The set

has some unique touches like a front fastening on the

bra and a very subtle scalloped lace trim on the cups. 

Scala Playhouse

The new massagers feature a rolling
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Almere, The Nether-

lands – Naughty

Bunny is kinky, cuddly and

your new explicit bedtime

buddy! This pink rabbit has

a not so secret addiction:

he loves to get freaky and

can't hide it. Show your

love for the rudest rabbit

around and stock up on the ready to order Naughty

Bunny collection at Scala Playhouse. Naughty Bunny is

a unique novelty collection starring the most

 mischievous bunny you’ve ever seen.  He wears his 'I

(heart) Porno' T-shirt with pride and there is nothing he

 likes more than some hot and heavy adult movies with

some rampant, steamy scenes. Naughty Bunny is

 hopping with a rock solid,

thumping hard on. Do

you dare to let him in your

bed? The fun and playful

Naughty Bunny collection

comprises of a variety of

novelty items; all with a

humorous twist. Give your

consumers the choice

between Naughty Bunny plushies – all with a fluffy hard

on – or some explicit apparel with the I Love Porno t-

shirts. Or stock up on the Naughty Bunny key-rings, which

will definitely make your consumers laugh. The entire

range is made of premium materials and produced

with great eye for detail, making this a high-quality

 novelty choice at a very affordable, naughty price! 

Show some love for Naughty Bunny

Wasserbil l ig, Luxembourg - In 2016, the pjur group launches a new campaign called "pjur

profits". The potential benefits for retail are numerous, as the company is offering extensive

suppor t measures aimed at increasing revenue and sales exper tise in the coming six months. 

New pjur campaign begins with new displays

Whether online or offline, retailers can look for-

ward to such benefits as brand-new, high-qua-

lity POS displays, enticing sales specials and innovative

sales promotions. Each of the promotions can be re-

cognised by the pjur profits campaign logo. The cam-

paign will begin by marketing two new pjur displays:

The white version has an impressive, high-quality look

thanks to its bright, fresh design and subtle silky texture.

It appeals specifically to women who value health

and well-being. Products such as pjur Woman, pjur

Woman Nude and pjur med Repair glide are an ex-

cellent match for this design.

The second black variation has a captivating appea-

rance and a timeless, classy velvet design. It is suited

for pjur products such as Original, Back Door or Aqua.

The flexible displays can be set up either at the coun-

ter or on a shelf (slatwall compatible) and draw the

attention of the customer. "In the past several years,

our display programmes have always been very well

received. We would like for both of the new displays,

tailored to their respective target groups, to help

 retailers properly position all of the diverse pjur pro-

ducts in their shops," explains Michael Bart, Head of

Global Marketing & Online Marketing at pjur. Anyone

wishing to profit from this growing brand and interes-

ted in placing the first pre-orders for the displays can

 contact the pjur Sales Team at sales@pjur.com.

pjur profits

N E W S

The new pjur campaign will

begin by marketing two new pjur displays
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Almere, The Nether-

lands – Scala Play-

house has added five

new amazing pleasure

providers to its already

rocking assortment of Rocks-Off. The new vibes, each with

their own unique skills and thrills, are absolute must-haves

for your fun-loving, playful consumers. Discover them today.

The English brand Rocks-Off has been a firm favorite

among consumers for many years. The trendy products

are crafted with great eye for detail and often have a

 unique, humorous twist. The five new pleasure products

each have the amazing quality that Rocks-Off is known

for combined with new innovative feature to thrill your

 consumers towards a sensational climax. The Rise vibrator,

Wild Boy prostate massager, Union multi-way cock ring,

Ignition bullet and the Ruby Glow stimulator will soon be

ready to order at Scala Playhouse.

One of the most innovative designs of the new additions

is the last mentioned Ruby Glow. This totally unique

 stimulator will tease her body with each rippling vibration.

The design functions as a ‘sit-down’ vibe, meaning she

can position herself on the toy and enjoy its sensational

hands-free pleasure. Contoured to perfection, the Ruby

Glow follows the female curves for maximum clitoral and

vaginal stimulation, without penetration and has a snug,

comfortable fit. The innovative stimulator can also be used

through clothing and comes with dual-motors for double

the sensations. It features ten powerful functions and is

made of velvet smooth silicone for an extra luxurious touch. 

Scala Playhouse gets even more rocking

Flensburg, Germany - The orgasm 2.0 with sex toys that are control led via a remote control

or app are no longer a vision of the future. Sex toys that provide remote-control led pleasure

at the push of a button are inventions of the present.  The idea of having power over a

par tner and being able to pleasure them with the remote control  at the push of a button

is appealing for a lot of people.

Remote-controlled pleasure at the push
of a button at ORION Wholesale

ORION Wholesale also has many of these

sex toys in its assortment:

The anatomically shaped vibrator Arioso from

Close2you, which uses modern technology to

provide triple the amount of pleasure: this skilled

toy’s mini vibrator is inserted into the vagina

and “Arioso’s” ends stimulate the clitoris 

and anus.

The Vibrating Panties from You2Toys are some-

thing a bit more discreet for on the go. There is

a small, integrated pouch on the inside of the crotch

where the mini vibrator can be inserted.

The vibro-bullet Berry from Smile. Once inserted it provides

discreet pleasurable sensations when on the go, thanks to

its seven vibration levels that are also

controlled via a remote control.

The vibro-cock ring Bunny Remote.

Its remote control fits into any trouser

pocket or handbag. The user can

put the “Berry” vibro-bullet in position

before going out and the other

user can wear the transparent grey

cock ring with the integrated vibro-

bullet.

The We-Vibe 4 plus is a toy for long-distance relationships.

It can be controlled over a long distance, thanks to 

the smartphone app that was especially  designed for 

this  purpose.

Orgasm 2.0

N E W S

ORION Wholesale has many remote controlled

sex toys in its assortment
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On March 13 and 14, Scala invited their customers to two days of product presentations,

sales training, marketing advice, etc. in the company’s showroom. Feedback from Scala’s

suppliers was unanimous: This year’s spring fair was one of, or maybe even the most successful

in recent memory! The organisers were also more than satisfied with the enthusiastic response

from industry and trade members, as well as with the record-setting visitor number, and with

the positive reactions throughout the event. The huge number of visitors spoke volumes about

the popularity and the relevance of this bi-annual in-house show. And while the Cash & Carry

area already became crowded on the morning of the first day, the European trade members

don’t just come to Almere for the special offers. There are also many new products and brands

that are presented in the Scala showroom throughout the event. This March, the visitors were

treated to the premiere of 'Get Real by TOYJOY', Scala’s new, promising private brand, and

CalExotics had brought their new 'Inspire' l ine to the show. Other new brands included 'Fantasy

Lingerie', 'Wicked Sensual Care', and 'Dolce Piccante', a collection of luxurious butt plugs

that will be distributed exclusively by Scala in the European market. The visitors of the fair

also had the oppor tunity to talk to Scala’s suppliers and the Scala sales team in person, who

in turn shared lots of interesting information and advice about the right presentation and

marketing of the products, product lines, and brands. And since the motto of this Scala Fair

was 'Extravaganza', there were also several nice touches beyond the business aspect of the

show. To name but a few: sweepstakes, a soothsayer, first-class catering at the Scala restaurant,

and the traditional Scala Par ty on Sunday evening.
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Scala’s spring fair sets new visitor record

Happy hosts: the team of Scala Playhouse

Extravaganza in Almere
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E V E N T

Kerin De Francis (Doc Johnson), Huda Lutz (EAN),

Scott Wattkins (Doc Johnson), and Matthias Poehl (EAN)

Pipedream’s dynamic duo:

Raymond Houtenbos and Jesus Ruiz

William Garland (Doxy) and Tim Brown (Bathmate)

Scala are famous for their hospitality –

and rightly so

Michael Sonner, HOT’s General Sales Manager

Roxana Mendoza, Jackie White,

and Susan Colvin presented

CalExotics’ new 'Inspire' line

EAN_04-16_46-48_scala_Layout 1  31.03.16  16:22  Seite 2
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One of the pillars of any Scala Fair:

the Cash & Carry area

Were happy to see such great interest in their

products: Marco Tortoni and Jack Romanski (Fun Toys)

Walter Kroes (Leg Avenue Europe)

and Huda Lutz (EAN)

Sandra van Looij, Jimmyjane’s

Educational Executive for Europe

Penis fitness – Klaus Pedersen (MaleEdge)

presents the latest trend in the world of penis enlargement

Christoph Hofmann

(Mystim GmbH)

A great number of retailers seized the opportunity to

learn about new products in the Scala showroom

Miguel Capilla, CCO of Fleshlight International SL,

presented Fleshlight’s latest coup: Quickshot
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To celebrate the anniversary, Fun Factory has started

a special birthday campaign that will continue

throughout the year to also give consumers and retai-

lers a reason for celebration. The title of the campaign

is 'Feel the Fun', and it’s all about new ideas, inspiration,

and, naturally, new products. Fun Factory’s goal is to

bring fun and pleasure to even more singles, couples,

men, and women in 2016, and to foster the growing

acceptance and openness concerning sex toys in our

society. Each quarter, the focus of the campaign will

be on another topic: For the first three months of 2016,

the Bremen-based team have picked “Innovation” as

50

I t  was 1996 when Dol ly Dolphin saw the l ight

of day, a product dest ined to change the

course of the sex toy market. Only f ive years

later, Fun Factory launched their next iconic

product, Patchy Paul,  and many more have

fol lowed since. The changes these two clas-

sic products have undergone throughout the

years can be gleaned from a new info gra-

phic that has been publ ished r ight in t ime

for Fun Factory’s big anniversary. Said gra-

phic also shows how many creat ive ideas

have originated in the company’s headquar-

ters in Bremen. For instance, Fun Factory was

the f i rs t  sex toy producer that decided to

use medical-grade s i l icone, they set great

store by having the 'Made in Germany'  qua-

l i ty seal  on thei r  products,  and they were

ahead of the curve with their  color ful  and

innovative designs. So, looking back at the

past two decades, there’s no denying that

Fun Factor y’s  pioneer ing spir i t  has helped

turn the adult  market into what i t  is  today.

the central theme, and it will be followed by “Perfor-

mance,” “Summer of Fun,” and “Passionate Holidays.”

To inform the media about the anniversary campaign,

Fun Factory hosted press events in Hamburg, Berlin,

and Munich, during which the company also

 presented the results of a new study they had con-

ducted among roughly 3,000 interviewees in Ger-

many, the United States, and France. The participants

The big 'Feel the Fun' anniversary campaign is here

exclusive
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Fun Factory: Party marathon  
     brand’s 20th anniversary



no surprise that across all countries,

the overwhelming majority felt that

bad hygiene was a definite  

turn-off.

The Fun Factory PR department

had also brought their latest pro-

ducts to these presentations: The

Moody and Lady Bi vibrators boast

the friendly, fun look that has be-

come synonymous with Fun

Factory. The shaft of the former is

designed like a blossoming flower

which is to create additional sur-

face stimulation in the vaginal and

anal area. Meanwhile, the latter ex-

cels due to its Dual Action techno-

logy, with one motor in the shaft

and one motor in the little arm,

both of which can be

controlled separately.
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were asked about their sex life,

and as it turned out, the Americans

are the most active in that regard:

39% of this group stated that they

had sex several times a week. Ho-

wever, when it comes to variety in

the bedroom, they had to content

with second place. Only 30% of

the German interviewees felt they

wanted more variety between the

sheets, while across the Atlantic,

40% shared that sentiment. It was

E V E N T

Kristy Stahlberg (Fun Factory) presents the new

products of the Bremen-based company to Matthias Poehl (EAN) 

 in  celebration of the 

Randolph Heil (EAN) and Lieske Fieblinger (Fun Factory)

proving their design chops kneading vibrators



Pro

It really seems as

though the ba-

lance between sex

toys and other  products – most notably lubricants, mas-

sage oils, food supplements, cosmetics and care pro-

ducts, bath additives, etc. – is skewed in favour of the for-

mer. The reasons are rather obvious. At the end of the

day, this business is about making money, and therefore,

the profit margin plays a big role. Another reason is that

the media pay a lot of attention to various products from

the toy segment while other products are usually just men-

tioned in the “also-ran” category, if at all. Moreover, it would

seem that the sex toy category is the perfect place for

the adult   industry to implement popular new technologies,

 innovations, and developments. Adding a new ingredient

to a massage oil, however, will not change the public

perception of this products. It’s still a massage oil, even if it

has a new effect. But be that as it may, other products

deserve attention as well, also and especially because

things such as massage oils, lubricants, and the like have

a clear and direct connection with sensuality, fun, and to-

getherness – which makes them perfect for winning over

new spheres of consumers. And even though we all wish

it were true, the notion that every consumer out there is

open and ready to buy a vibrator or dildo is, alas, wishful

thinking. Yes, many people are curious or maybe even

consider doing something to take their intimate life to the

next level, but there is no direct correlation between that

desire and the willingness to reach for your wallet ad buy
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There are questions that are always topical in our industry, and

one of them is: How can the adult market win over new consumer

groups? While there are many strategies to extend the reach of

the industry, sex toys always seem to be a part of it. Which leads

to another question: Is this product category maybe too dominant

in today’s market, or do other products provide enough balance?

The right mix or poor  

a sex toy. Winning over these consumers and getting them

to a place where they are comfortable buying a first-class

vibrator is a long process that needs to start with something

smaller. Creams, oils, and other products for intimate to-

getherness are the perfect means of  opening the consu-

mers’ eyes to the potential of the adult market and maybe

get them interested in other products – such as toys. Lubes,

oils, etc. are also perfect products for couples, i.e. one of

the biggest and most wooed  target audiences in this mar-

ket. And since these products are also consumer goods,

you need to buy a new lube on a regular basis, which

means that the consumers will come back to the store or

the online shop of their choice to get more of their favourite

product. Put differently, these products generate recurring

sales. Of course, selling an expensive vibrator puts a bigger

smile on a retailer’s face than selling a tube of lube, but

when’s the consumer who bought the vibrator going to

come back to the store to get another one? The tube of

lube, however, will be put to good use, and once it’s

empty, the consumer is going to buy another one. The

best case scenario: The consumer enters the store or visits

the online shop  because he wants to get a lubricant, and

ends up buying another product he’s stumbled upon as

well. Of course, for that to happen, retailers have to offer

the right product range, the right kind of advertisement,

and professional support and advice since these things

greatly influence the consumer’s decision to buy a certain

product. And who knows, maybe a massage candle be-

comes the gateway to the world of sex toys.

Is the industry overly reliant on sex toys?

F E A T U R E
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Matthias Poehl, editor in chief

exclusive



 balance?
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Cons

Our industry is about more than sex.

Lingerie is seduction,  lubricants are

part of sexual  wellness, and 

condoms are  health products, to

give but a few examples, and 

they are all just as important as sex

toys. After all, human needs and

desires are  complex and manifold

and can’t be limited to a single 

product  category. Still, sex toys

seem to be a large part of the 

industry, and because so much 

attention is paid to them, someti-

mes, you might get the impression

that they are at the very heart of

the adult market.

However, there are reasons for that,

and it’s a phenomenon that ultima-

tely has a positive effect on the in-

dustry as a whole. One such reason

is that this category is  constantly

evolving. Throughout the past years,

the biggest  advancements

in technology, design, and

functionality in the adult

market could be seen in this

field. Not everyone is a fan

of  interconnected, app-

controlled internet toys, 

not everyone  considers

these new technologies 

useful and significant, but

everyone has to agree that

these are exciting develop-

ments,  incorporating the la-

test  advancements people

also see other areas of their

life. It’s  something that consumers

and also industry members talk

about, something they have a

strong  opinion about. It simply 

doesn’t have the same public 

impact if you managed to make a

 condom ten micrometres thinner,

or if you offered a lubricant in

twenty flavours instead of just ten.

What’s more, sex toys have only re-

cently achieved a greater  degree

of acceptance and  popularity, so

they are more  present in people’s

minds, and therefore, more atten-

tion is paid to developments in this

field.

Anybody accusing the industry of

being overly reliant on sex toys also

needs to bear in mind that these

are indeed the defining  products

for many trade  members. Movies

can be  streamed online, condoms

can be bought at the local super

F E A T U R E

Randolph Heil, editor 

market, and there are numerous

drugstore chains that sell massage

oils. But if you want to buy a vibrator,

the obvious place to get it is the

adult retail trade, be it brick and

mortar store or online shop.

And, by the way, the adult industry

focusing on sex toys is hardly an ex-

traordinary phenomenon.  Formula

1 is more exciting than a hybrid car,

even though, at the end of the day,

few people will put an F1 car in their

garage. Or, for an example that’s

closer to the topic we’re discussing:

A new and better brake fluid will 

never be as interesting as a new

car model – simply because it’s

bigger and flashier and you the 

difference is plain to see

But of course that doesn’t mean

that brake fluid isn’t important. It is

– as are lubricants, etc. -, and it

contributes greatly to a satisfying

driving experience – just like

 lubricant make sexual experiences

better. They are also  constantly im-

proved and optimized, and the

whole industry is  better off for it. Ul-

timately, important product cate-

gories would be missing if the adult

industry  focused entirely on sex toys.

But it doesn’t. It’s just that sex toys

are in the spotlight, and again, that

is perfectly understandable. As a

matter of fact, it makes the  industry

more interesting and exciting for

the consumers. Which is something

that’s great for all of us.



More space, better traffic connection, and a new,

inviting working environment – those are the main

reasons for moving the company to new premises, as

Christoph Hofmann, the CEO of Mystim GmbH, explains.

“Ever since the company was started in 2005, we have
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While Myst im GmbH st i l l  has i ts  headquar ters in Mömbris,  Bavaria, at the moment, a new

base of operat ions is  now being bui l t  in Alzenau. Launched in 2005, Myst im has found

 success as a manufacturer of high-qual i ty adult  products.  Success demands growth, and

on March 16, 2016, construct ion of the new headquar ters began with a symbolic turn of

the sod on the 7,000 square metre plot.  The ceremony was attended by Myst im junior

 director Louis Hofmann, Dr.  Alexander Legler,  the mayor of Alzenau, and Werner Fr ies f rom

construct ion management.

Mystim GmbH builds new production,
warehousing, and office facilities

grown continuously, and today, we are a market leader

in our segment – so it was simply time to create the

right foundation for our future growth. And the new

headquarters in Alzenau is the perfect place.” The

 company has its own warehouse in the US and

The company will move to the new premises this fall

F E A T U R E
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Werner Fries (construction management),  Jessica Hofmann (Marketing Director), Louis Hofmann (junior director),

Christoph Hofmann (CEO), Dr. Alexander Legler (mayor of Alzenau), and Michael Heimrich (head of the construction supervision office)

exclusive
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 distribution partners all over the world, supplying

them not only with electronical stimulation

 devices and the toys to go along with them, but

also with  vibrators, dildos, and massage candles.

The main focus is on quality design and

 appealing marketing, Hofmann stresses. Ever

 expanding, Mystim currently has 20 employees

who are already looking forward to working in

the new 2-storey admin building, where

 administration, distribution, product develop-

ment, and marketing will be accommodated

on 500m², along with social facilities and a big

terrace for sunny lunch breaks. 1,250 square

 metres will be dedicated to the production and

storage of the 150 existing sex toy models and

all upcoming innovations that will be shipped

from here to  bedrooms all over the world. But it

is not just the additional space that has led the

company management to take this step; they

also want to minimise the environmental footprint

of Mystim. The latest technology will be used in

the  construction of the new headquarters to

make sure that most of the required energy is

produced via a photovoltaic system and stored

for the hours after sunset. “With today’s first cut of

the spade, we usher in an exciting new phase,”

says  Hofmann. “We are already looking forward

to our new headquarters.” He was also very happy

about the hearty welcome and great support

from representatives of the town of Alzenau, most

notably mayor Dr.. Alexander Legler, who even

brought a cake in the shape of the company

logo to the ground breaking ceremony. “That was

a great surprise. It makes us really confident about

our future here”, Hofmann adds with a smile.
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Jessica and Christoph Hofmann received a cake in the shape

of the company logo from Alzenau’s mayor, Alexander Legler

This is what the building will look

like once construction is completed
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Looking back, the early phases presented the Shots

design teams with the biggest challenges they

had ever faced: “Two and a half years ago, the Shots

team came up with the idea of creating a luxury

brand filled with unique products, all of them with

their own special features, curves, and shapes that

customers would really appreciate. With technology

becoming more and more advanced and the

 increasing number of toy launches every year, it was

almost a mission impossible to clearly set them apart

from the rest.“

At that point, VIVE only existed in the form of said

piece of paper and a few ideas in a few bright heads.

Concepts and ideas were formulated, discarded,
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Launching a new brand – especial ly in the high-end segment – is  not something you just

do.  I t  takes  work  and planning.  And a whole lo t  o f  work  and planning went  in to the

 development of VIVE, the latest brand from Shots. Like many other new products, everything

began on the drawing board for this brand – a sketch on a piece of paper that,  over t ime,

evolved into a real product.

How VIVE came to be

and reinvented. “Months went by and most of the

propositions landed in the “round archive” under the

desk.“ However, bit by bit, the project took shape,

and a clearer, more concrete idea of what the new

brand should look like began to  crystallise.

Apart from the visual aspect, functionality is also very

important for a brand that wants to make a name for

itself in the upper echelon of high-quality products.

“They have to be innovative and unique to stand out

in the crowd of all the other available toys in the

 market. Research was the keyword on the road to

success!“, Shots explain, describing their approach

to achieve top-notch user-friendliness, reliability, and

a unique feel.

Finally, the designers had reached a point where they

decided to experiment and ask questions to take the

process to the next stage. "Thoughts that came to

mind were, 'why are most cock rings round?' It’s an

exciting product that everyone knows, but can it be

improved? After a long process of deliberating, the

final result was unexpected,“ the Shots team explain,

giving us an idea of the process that led them to the

conclusion that the classic, round shape of cock rings

has a big downside to it: The ring doesn’t always stay

where it’s supposed to. Consequently, the next

 question for the design team was: ”Can we design a

shape that will solve this problem and would not be

able to shift?”  As the company explains: “Because

of this result, the ideas for improving existing products

started flowing,“ So the designers started asking

 themselves numerous questions. “For instance: 'A

Shots‘ latest product line was more than two years in the making

F E A T U R E
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At the beginning of the development

process, VIVE is just a number of sketches

exclusive
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 vibrator has to vibrate, but what if we approach the

idea from another angle, and how can we improve

on the whole concept?' Or 'How can we be unique

and  innovative with products that people already

know and love?'.“ Some of the ideas that were

brought up back then, two and a half years 

ago, also included the use of smartphones to 

control  vibrators.

When the team had agreed on a design, the next

important step was picking a material. “The choice

of material will make or break any design so it had to

be a perfect match for the purpose of the toy,“ the

sex toy specialists of Shots point out. So they took their

time making that decision, and ultimately, they picked

a very soft type of silicone that the designers had

 fallen in love with the first time they’d touched it.

Another aspect that is becoming more and more

 important in today’s market doesn’t even concern

the product itself: It’s the packaging design. “The

 packaging of the product had to be attractive in

 order for the consumers to fall in love with the product!

It had to catch their eye in the store immediately, but

it also had to contain a product description and

 specifications for people to understand the purpose

of the products,“ the designers explain. Elaborating

on their considerations, they also remark that the first

ideas for a fitting marketing campaign were

 developed at the same time as the packaging

 design. After all, you want everything to be a perfect,

organic match come launch date.

By now, Shots was already one year into the develop-

ment of VIVE, and the brand was still only existing on

paper. The next step was to bring the team’s ideas

into the real world by way of 3D prints. With the basic

concept and design finalised, it was time to turn the

eyes to the little details that make a product unique.

“Once the VIVE design crew felt that the ergonomics

and aesthetics were falling in place, they sent

 everything to the production facility with a list of

 materials that should be used and the features the

products had to contain,” the team explains. Shortly

after, the first prototype saw the light of day.

„It sounds like a pretty fast process, but receiving

 samples and making adjustments to the products

 takes most of the time in the development phase.“

And in the case of VIVE, that step took up several

months during which the team was perfecting all the

details, inching closer and closer to the final version

of the product. “What happens is that the VIVE design

crew receives a sample, then they make several

 adjustments and then they send the new designs

back to the facility. Another sample is created and

they sent it back to the designers. New adjustments

are being made and the whole process starts again,

and so on and so forth!“ During this time, the designers

work  closely with testers and the sales department to

make sure that everybody will be satisfied with the

product. “Eventually, there is a sample that comes

really close to the ideas in the head of the designers,

testers, and sales department. When that happens,

the first light at the end of a long tunnel becomes

 visible.“

At the very end of the development process is what

Shots call the “golden sample.” The product has now

gone from idea to concept to real product, ready to

bring pleasure to the consumers. “Approving a golden

sample is like seeing the first steps of a child,“ Shots

explain, pointing out how proud the team are at that

moment. „There are no words to describe the thoughts

and emotions when you see, feel, and actually hold

the final sample of a product that took so much

'blood, sweat, and tears' to create. No words to

 describe the feeling of having created a successful

luxury brand that goes on to become an instant hit

at its first release!“
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The French economy i s  showing s igns  o f

weakness ,  the unemployment  rate  i s

 s tar t l ingly high . . .  That doesn’ t  sound l ike

the k ind of  atmosphere that  insp i res

 consumers to f reely spend their  disposable

incomes. But how strong is the effect on the

adult  retai l  t rade? EAN wanted to know, and

Patrick Pruvot proved the per fect interviewee

for this topic. He is  the manager of

Passage du Désir,  a French

store chain  w i th  seven

br ick  and mor tar

 “Lovestores” in big

French c i t ies  -

namely the ca-

pital Par is,  Mar-

sei l le,  and Li l le

–  and an on-

l ine shop. 

“I think the erotic market
 atmosphere and specific

Patrick, how would you describe the status

quo of the brick and mortar trade in the

French erotic market? 

Patrick Pruvot: There are quite a few legal and

 institutional problems to solve in France before

you can open an adult shop ... that slows

the French brick and mortar market

down in its development. But

demand is there, and

 sooner or later, censors

will have to give up!

Patrick Pruvot’s take on the developments in the French adult retail trade

exclusive
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Patrick Pruvot,

manager of Passage du Désir



needs a  specific
sales training.”
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How many erotic stores are there

approximately in France? What are

the trends in the brick and mortar

trade? Which concepts have the

biggest chance of succeeding in

the long run?

Patrick: There are about 400 sex

shops but only approximately 50

“love stores” in France. That's less

than one love shop per million

 inhabitants. There is much to do, as

demonstrated by the market study

we conducted with BVA in early

2015. This study shows that about

one out of three French might buy

an erotic product in the long run.

There are basically two kinds of click

and walk-in love stores in France:

- Small downtown stores (as Passage

du Désir) that carry a small and

 carefully selected assortment

 (expensive at high-traffic locations)

-Bigger stores in the suburbs

 (carrying larger assortments, lingerie,

and more 'specialised' products).

Technically, both kind of stores are

complementary and have a lot of

potential: the downtown shops help

the French get used to buying erotic

products, and after the first buy, cus-

tomers may look for a wider range. 

What are the biggest challenges

 facing the French brick and mortar

trade at the moment? Which of

these problems are the result of

 external factors, and which are

home-made, so to speak?

Patrick: Brands often increase the

retail prices for the final consumers.

A lot of sex toys have reached a

price point of over a hundred euros,

which is a bit high for first time buyers

(most of the French are still). The

home-made problems that slow

down the development of the

 market have to do with institutions

and with banks that hardly lend

 money to an adult business...

In several European countries, there

are examples of brick and mortar

stores struggling while erotic online

Passage du Désir was founded in 2006
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shops flourish. Is the

situation in France

similar to that? 

Patrick: I think that

 Lovehoney would not

be so powerful in 

the UK without Ann

Summer ope-

ning hundreds

of stores be-

fore, and

Amorelie would not be so big in Germany without the

Beate Uhse retail chain ... Erotic online shops flourish

mainly in countries where mortar shops have paved

the way for them ... Before they spend money on sexual

wellness, people have to get a slight idea of what they

buy; they have to touch, feel, smell some of the pro-

ducts they might later buy online. This is at least my

 opinion and also the reason why Passage du Désir has

been developed 100% as click and walk-in from the

very beginning.

The relationship of e-commerce and brick and mortar

stores in the erotic market is often tense. Are these two

channels of distribution cannibalising each other in

France, or do they coexist peacefully, maybe even

 benefiting from each other?

Patrick: I think they are totally complementary as both

channels respond to different types of customers.

 Internet buyers are generally seeking a large selection

and low prices that are on the low end for the market.

On top of that, in the adult online shops, they can buy

such products discreetly (which is a specific need in
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our market). On the other hand, some

 buyers want to touch and feel a product before

buying it (the best internet website will never give

a real clue as to

how powerful a

vibration is or

how tasty an

edible mas-

sage oil is). But at

the end of the

day, the barriers

between off-

line and on-

line fade

away in

most markets... pure online players are now planning to

open mortar stores...I don’t see why this trend would not

apply to the adult market!

In many European countries, the trade members are

breathing easier as the effects of the economic and fi-

nancial crisis seem to have worn off at last. Has the con-

sumer climate in France recovered in the meantime?

Patrick: France still has a strong welfare state. That means

crises don’t strike people as hard, but they also last

 longer... So no, we are still in a climate where you have

to fight to sell...

Judging from your experience, is it a misconception that

the consumers seek “pleasure for little money“ in times

of crisis, or is the erotic trade crisis-proof, profiting from

such economic developments?

Patrick: There is no more difference between the erotic

market and any mainstream market. People are just

 seeking value for money, just like they do in any other

market. People are ready to spend 149 or 189 euro when

there is a real technological breakthrough in a well-
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Apart from running seven walk-in stores, Passage

du Désir is also active in the e-commerce segment
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 marketed product (Wo-

manizer, We-Vibe...). At

the same time, they can

buy a cheap cock ring

just for the fun of trying

something... Just like a

woman could buy an

 expensive skirt and wear

an H&M shirt at the same

time, the only point being

value for money.

The brick and mortar

trade is moving away

from old-fashioned sex

shops with a male 

target audience, towards

 modern erotic boutiques

catering to women and couples. Would you say that this

transformation is already completed in France?

Patrick: Passage du Désir did it first, and some former sex

shops, not all of them, but some, also go in that direction.

New suburb stores such as Dorcelstores, Easylove or

 BodyHouse do it successfully (it is easier to do something

new than changing an old style).

In your opinion, what has to change so erotic products

will be accepted by all consumers – i.e. to make erotica

mainstream?
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Patrick: Better packaging, better marketing, and... better

retailers - which might be the most important issue now,

I think.

These changes regarding the acceptance of love toys

– how have they affected the shopping habits of the

customers of the erotic retail trade?

Patrick: The brands have done a very good job of

 improving their marketing. The only problem is that they

tend to bill the retailers for these improvements so the

prices go up (too high).
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Don't you think that the erotic trade – i.e. specialised

stores for adult products – might be left standing in the

rain when mainstream outlets – for instance

 pharmacies, drug stores or supermarkets – start to

 recognise the sales potential of erotic products and

focus more on these items?

Patrick: Many have attempted to sell sex toys or

  intimate cosmetics in lingerie stores, drug stores, 

perfume stores, and supermarkets... at the end of the

day most of it did not work out. The reason for this is

that the average sales person in these non-specialised

stores turn red as a tomato when a customer asks them

for a clitoral pleasure cream... A few years ago, Philips

 conducted a giant worldwide study stating that 

sexual wellness was potentially worth 40 billion dollars...

They launched quite nice lines of sex toys...but tried to

sell them in electrics stores, right next to coffee makers,

vacuum cleaners, and mixers. It didn’t work out! 

Personally, I think the erotic market needs a specific 

atmosphere and specific sales training to sell products.

So the 'adult' point of sale has to become mainstream

by emphasising values such as 'sexual wellness' and

'couple harmony' (and forget about the adjective 

'erotic' which is mistaken for 'pornography' in many

countries).

Instead of searching success in other markets, wouldn't

it be more effective if the industry and trade tried to

attract new audience groups to the erotic market?

Patrick: The industry is far too focused on sex toys. 
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Cosmetic brands like Shunga and YesforLov have a

much higher potential to win over new audience

groups.

What do you think are the decisive factors for French

consumers when choosing and buying adult products?

Patrick: Products have to tell a story. Ideally, a love story.

Are the products one can buy today really as advan-

ced and well thought-out as the producers claim?

Patrick: There have been quite a few technological

breakthroughs among sex toys recently but

 sometimes, the brands are applying technology for

technology’s sake. There are now no new sex toys that

don’t include remote control via internet apps. That

might be a selling proposition, but I doubt that many

consumers use a sex toy app in LA to stimulate their

girl in Paris in real life...

There is a heated debate in the adult market about

brand products, branding, brand policy, and brand

promises. So, what is your opinion? Are there real

brands in the erotic market?

Patrick: If you check Google trends, you will see that

there are ten times more searches for a brand like Kär-

cher than there are for any sexual wellness or sex toys

brand, even the leading brands in their market… Do

people like to wash their car more than using a sex toy

or didn't the sex toy brands do a good job at becoming

well-known brands?... I don t know.
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I t ’s  probably common knowledge for the members of the industr y,  but outs iders may st i l l

be surpr ised that modern sex toys offer top-notch qual i ty.  Be i t  design or functional i ty,

these pleasure devices defini tely bear comparison with products f rom any industr y.  That’s

a l so  what  R i ta  Or re l l  found when she took a c loser  look at  sex  toys  fo r  her  pro ject

 designythings.com – a blog on product design. She was so impressed that she decided to

dedicate a book to the world of modern sex toys, the recently published “Objects of Desire”

which puts a spotl ight on some of the most beauti ful ly designed adult  products,  selected

by Rita and designer Jason Scuderi .  In our inter view, Ri ta explains her reasons for creating

the book, the process of making i t ,  and she tel ls  us which products she found par t icular ly

 appealing. Scuderi  also joins in to share his thoughts on the design of the book i tsel f.

“I hope our book encourages consumers and

Why did you write a book about the design of

sex toys?

Rita Orrell: A couple of years ago while researching

new products for my design blog designythings.com,

I kept coming across award-winning sex toys and

 other beautifully designed erotic objects. I would

share these links on social media and I could see

there was great interest in the subject. Then I

 discovered that a mainstream industrial designer

 named Yves Béhar had designed a line of vibrators

for a San Francisco based company called Jimmy-

jane. I thought that if a major designer was tackling

this product type, there must be something big

 happening in the industry, and there was. I started

collecting interesting designs and invited my friend

Jason Scuderi to design the book. A year later we

found our agent and then six months after that our

publisher, and the result is Objects of Desire.

Which expectations did you have when you started

writing Objects of Desire? Did the book turn out the

way you thought it would?

Rita Orrell: Since I was collaborating on the book

with an incredible designer, we had a very clear vision

for it from the start. We wanted it to be clean, modern,

and sexy, like the subject. We are very pleased with

the final result. The publisher and printer did a fantastic

Rita Orrell’s book “Objects of Desire” celebrates the design of modern sex toys
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Design has been a big part of author

Rita Orrell’s life for almost 20 years

exclusive



designers to look at these products in a new light.”
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job and the book is

 everything we had hoped

it would be. 

Is this the first book ever

to deal with the design of

sex toys in this way? Is

there a predecessors to

“Objects of Desire” in this

regard?

Rita Orrell: It’s not the first

book to tackle the subject

in general, but it might be the only

book currently in print in English

 focused solely on functional erotic

objects from a design perspective.

Other titles are instructional in na-

ture, and geared towards helping

singles or couples introduce toys

into their lives. Erika Moen, the car-

toonist behind the Oh Joy Sex Toy

website, has recently published

two volumes of her work which

 includes cartoon reviews of

 different toys. She’s very talented.

Did you have a target audience

in mind when you wrote the book?

Rita Orrell: I wanted to write a

book that would appeal to those

consumers who are new to the

erotic products world, as well as

share something new with folks

who have been around the

 industry for a while. I think the book

would also be useful for industrial

design students looking to enter

into this lucrative field. We hope

there is something for everybody

in the book, male or female, queer

or straight.

When creating a book about

 design, the presentation of the

 products is an important aspect.

Jason Scuderi, being a designer,

could you tell us a bit about the

approach you took towards the

design of Objects of Desire?

Jason Scuderi: When we first

 began discussing the project, I

think both of us were a little taken

back by the subject matter. Rita

comes from an architectural back-

ground and I focused mainly on

sports fashion and music. We did

however have a com-

mon thread between us

via product design. Rita

was well versed in writing

about consumer and

business products and

with my background in

product advertising, the

project suddenly felt just

like any other we’ve

 tackled.

After experimenting ex-

tensively with the layout, it was

 apparent to both of us that the

 design execution needed to be

utilitarian with a sophisticated   high-

level aesthetic. Copy was written

in short concise bursts packed with

vital information and Rita’s

 trademark fluidity. The font used

throughout the book was DIN. It’s

a wonderful sans-serif that’s not

only easy to read in various

weights, but can be very elegant

if executed properly. The sharpness

and curvatures of the letters paired

well with the products.

Some of the products are

 technologically advanced machi-

nes, while others are simply just

beautiful forms. Because we were

focusing mainly on the industrial

design aspect and not dipping too

deeply into social innuendo, they

were showcased as if they were

part of a museum catalog. When

you visit a museum, there may be

a multitude of artist’s work that may

or may not mesh together. The

R I T A  O R R E L L
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Jason Scuderi came up with the

layout of Objects of Desire
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white walls or in this case, pages, allow for an

 unobtrusive and otherwise neutral plain for the

 products to shine.

In respect to the various visuals provided by the

 manufacturers and individual designers, we knew that

the idea of simplicity may have turned out to be a

daunting task because you never know what you

might receive. Through tedious curation, we attemp-

ted to choose products and visuals that not only fit

the aesthetic texture we wanted to achieve, but

 highlighted the products in an unfettered light. As

 previously mentioned, many sit on a stark white or

dark background so the viewer isn’t distracted by pe-

ripheral minutia. Most of the products in the collection,

speak for

themselves.

There wasn’t

a great deal

of graphic

dramatisation.

We felt that the

fundamenta l

essence of the

collection was dramatic enough. The last image we

chose was the cover. Out of the massive bulk of ma-

terial, the Vesper image by Crave was a pure stan-

dout. It’s a stunning shot that visually sums up the

story we wanted to tell.

Rita, how did you choose which products to present

in Objects of Desire?

Rita Orrell: The products had to be both beautiful (to

us at least!) and functional. So we did not select art,

sculpture, paintings, etc. that are not meant to be
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touched and used. The manufacturers/designers we

selected had to disclose the material content of the

products, and provide high-quality photography of

the products. Jason and I would discuss and review

each product, and sometimes we didn’t agree. The

photos also needed to be up to our standards. Almost

all of the photography was provided to us by the

 manufacturers or designers, and Jason applied his

design magic to bring them together into a cohesive

collection.

Where there any products or categories that had to

be left out of the final book - things you would have

liked to present as well?

Rita Orrell: There were a few high-end fashion brands

we would have liked to have included, but they were

not responsive to our  requests. If we do a second vo-

lume, we hope they will be more responsive next

time! I would have also liked to have included a

virtual reality toy.

Were you able to discern a guideline or some basic

rules about what makes a good sex toy?

Rita Orrell: Generally, good sex toys are  designed

with anatomy in mind. That might seem

 obvious, but there are still many novelty pro-

ducts on the market that are cheap, toxic,

and frankly, silly. I respect companies like Tantus,

Aneros, Tenga, and others who actu-

ally study the human body to deter-

mine what feels best for the majority

of the population. Good sex toys are

also easy to clean, made of body-safe ma-

terials, and offer some kind of warranty.   

The design of sex toys has changed a lot over the

last decade and what we see today is very different

from the dong-coloured, phallus-shaped products of

the past. What do you think triggered this change?

Rita Orrell: This shift is part of the overall revolution in

design that has occurred in the industry – and the

reason why I wanted to write the book. The

 introduction of silicone into the sex toy industry has

been a big factor as has more women becoming

 involved in the design process. I think the fact that
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the sex industry is one of the first adopters of new

technologies helps. Almost as soon as the Apple

Watch launched, a manufacturer we feature in the

book made sure their remote toy was compatible!

The amount of well-lit, friendly shops around the world

is also a factor. Folks expect a certain level of quality

now when they go into a sex shop, and that drives

companies to invest more in design. 

You talked with a lot of people from

the erotic industry and designers for

your book. Was there some

 statement that stuck in your head?

Rita Orrell: I think one of the most

 interesting interviews was with

 journalist Jon Millward, who was hired

by Lovehoney, the UK’s number one

retailer of sex toys, to analyze one

million sex toys sales to determine who was  buying

what, and why. His findings were quite   interesting,

 including that many men, especially straight single

men, buy anal sex toys to use by  themselves. Millward

also shared that 71% of wigs are bought by men,

partly for their female partners, but also to cross dress.

Will good design be the way to bring sex toys into the

mainstream and make them an everyday object?

Rita Orrell: I hope so. They are firmly a part of pop

 culture now. I see references to sex toys on television

quite frequently (Fleshlight often comes up) and I think
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movies and books like Fifty Shades of Grey have made

the topic something open for discussion. The stigma still

does exist in many circles, but it’s getting better. I hope

our book encourages consumers and designers to look

at these products in a new light.

If you had to choose the best designed erotic  product,

which one would you pick?

Rita Orrell: They are all very different

in their own ways, particularly the

 handcrafted items versus the techy

ones. One of my favourite vibes from

the book is our cover star, the Vesper

by Crave. I am also a huge fan of the

Bliss Lau body chains and the

 Wonderpuss Octopus pieces in the

 Fashion & Jewelry chapter.

Will there be translations into other languages in the

 future? Are you planning other projects within the erotic

industry?

Rita Orrell: We very much hope so, but there is nothing

planned as of yet. We hope to continue to promote

the book and will be offering special giveaways along

with some of the contributors to the book. Our official

book launch is March 31st at the Babeland retail shop

in SoHo in New York City.  We haven’t ruled out a second

edition of the book in the future. One thing is certain,

there will always be new erotic designs and innovations

worth sharing!
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Vitafun is a young

company based

in Shenzeng. Before

we talk about your

projects, could you

tell us a few things

about the com-

pany? When was

 Vitafun founded and

what’s the philoso-

phy behind the

brand?

Owen Zheng: Vitafun

was founded in

2014, it is a Shenzhen-based company. The founder,

Vincent is a designer. After two years of research and

development, the 100% original products of Vitafun

were presented to the public at the beginning of

2016. We are committed to providing the best sex

toy experience. Simple and healthy, those are 

our goals.

You are currently preparing the launch of your first

products, called Aris and Ishtar. How did you come

up with these names and what do they stand for?

Owen Zheng: Aris means Mars in Greek. In Greek

 mythology, Aris is the god of war. Ishtar is Babylonian

version of Venus - it is the goddess of love and birth in
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Toys that are control led via app or can be connected via the internet have become quite

common. But of course, the adult market knows no standsti l l .  Things are constantly evolving,

and i f  you want a good example for the industr y’s capacity for innovation, look no fur ther

than the f i rs t  two products of Vi tafun, Ar is  and Ishtar.  The Chinese company f i rs t  presented

these toys – named af ter ancient deit ies – in Las Vegas at the beginning of the year.  In our

inter v iew,  Owen Zheng,  the V ice General  Manager of  V i tafun,  shares ins ights  into the

 workings of these toys and into Vitafun’s market ing st rategy for the upcoming months.

“Traditional sex toys only offer simple simulation,
but modern users want more, of course.”

Babylonian and As-

syrian mythology. We

think there is a con-

nection between

these two  names

and the powerful-

ness and elegance

they embody and

our products, so

that’s why.

Aris is a product for

men that you

 describe as an „in-

telligent automatic pumping masturbator cup“. How

does it work? How is Aris different from the masturba-

tors your competitors sell?

Owen Zheng: Firstly, our design with the automatic

pumping principle enables Aris to simulate real,

 human thrust. Basically, your hands are free except

for holding the toy, the inside of the cup is perfectly

designed for your genitals, and through our app, the

toys Aris and Ishtar allow for remote interaction

 between the partners. All you need to do is to hold it

and enjoy it. The way Aris moves, is controlled, and

 simulates, is completely different from other products.

It’s a brand-new sex toy that will deliver a whole new

experience, especially when you use it with our app.

Owen Zheng presents Vitafun
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Manager Owen Zheng present Aris and Ishtar

exclusive
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Ishtar on

the other

hand is a pro-

duct for women,

but looks similar to

Aris. What kind of

 product is it? Could you

describe how it’s used?

Owen Zheng: The design

 concept is similar to Aris, but the

inside of Ishtar is a dildo which can

move automatically. When you want to

use it, just lie own, put it on the special

 holder with suction cups and enjoy

the pleasure. Via Bluetooth, it can

be connected with the app on your

phone, so the lovers can stimulate

each other. Initiative can switch from

one to the other, and the move-

ments can be synced.

One of the perks of Aris and Ishtar is their connecta-

bility via the app. How do the products interact with

the app and with each other? What exactly can be

controlled with your app?

Owen Zheng: If you want to control the toys with your

phone as a remote, just connect the two via Blue-

tooth. The lovers can stimulate each other by syncing

the movement. All this can also be done on the toy

itself if that suits you – and the same goes for the

 adjustment of speed, amplitude, and depth. But the

biggest innovation is that, with our app,

the movement by which

you control the toys

can be recorded

and uploaded to

the community.

The other users can

download and use it on

their toys. It allows you to explore

joy with a lot of strangers, which is more

exciting than what our competitors’ toys offer.

We also plan to expand our concept and work with

VR/video companies. By providing a programme that

syncs with the video, the users can feel the movement

of the actress/actor in the video they are watching.

In your opinion, what does the modern consumer

look for in a sex toy?

Owen Zheng: Sex is actually a wide area, and the

mystery and freshness keep us fascinated. Traditional

sex toys only offer simple simulation, but modern users

want more, of course. The combination of sex toys,

VR, and the internet will bring much more choices for

the users.

Do you think, there is a difference between designing

sex toys for customers in your home market in China

and sex toys that are made with the

European market in mind?

Owen Zheng: I think that US, EU, and

Japan each have their own style

when it comes to sex toys, but most

of them are made in China. So, basi-

cally the sex toy market is a bit messy

in China. But the potential in China is

unpredictable. Some of the consumers, once they

have had their first experience with sex toys, tend to

accept traditional sex toys like simple vibrators, mas-

turbators or love eggs. But this is going to change for

sure. Just think of how the movie 50 Shades of Grey

raised the popularity of SM products, even though

the movie wasn’t even shown in cinemas in China.

Recently, we have seen several teledildonics toys that

aim to connect users. How do you want to 

The first products from

Vitafun: Ishtar and Aris

.................

All you need to do

is to hold it and

enjoy it.”

................................ 
“





communicate the advantages of your toys and make

them stand out on the market?

Owen Zheng: Most of the remotely

controlled sex toys on the market are

modifications of traditional toys with

added Bluetooth mode and app con-

trols. Basically, you can only  control the

vibration but not the  movement. So

when lovers try to  interact with it, the

movement cannot be synced, and

one hand has to hold the phone while

the other is  moving the toy. Our inno-

vative design makes the product move automatically,

and thanks to our app, this movement can be trans-

mitted with great  precision to the other toy. So even

when apart, the lovers still feel like they are really moving

with each other. Our blind control design allows you to

put the phone down, just control it via the knob and

dial with your eyes closed.

Apps and software are already an important aspect

of sex toys today. Do you think that the apps which
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control the toys will

 become the most impor-

tant factor for the quality

of a product?

Owen Zheng: It is a trend

to control toys via app,

but the most important

thing is providing a

 simpler, a more exciting

way for the consumer that

never takes him out of the

experience.

When will Aris and Ishtar

be released? Will they see

a day and date launch

across markets, and how

much will your products

cost?

Owen Zheng: The AVN

was our debut show, and

we are going to start a

 campaign on INDIE-

GOGO by the end of March. I think three months

after that, our product will be

 released worldwide. I promise, the

fans can get a very good price 

on  Indiegogo.

Where can European retailers turn

to if they are interested in selling Aris

or Ishtar in their stores?

Owen Zheng: We already establis-

hed contact with some British,

 German, and Dutch distributors, and

apart from online retailers, we also want to reach out

to some retail  stores and would love to work with them.

Which plans do you have for the time after the

 release of Aris and Ishtar?

Owen Zheng: Apart from working on more

 accessories for Aris and Ishtar, we are planning

 second generation products. They will be equipped

with more sensors, making them a perfect match for

the VR devices.

I N T E R V I E W
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.................

It’s a brand-new 

sex toy that will

 deliver a whole new

 experience, especially

when you use it with 

our app.”

................................ 

“





Technological progess is  unstoppable, and that can also be seen in the market for sex

toys. The level of sophist icat ion and the technologies that shine through in so many of

these products would have been unimaginable just a few years ago. Kiroo from Amsterdam

is one of the companies that has helped pioneer this f ield. And just l ike the market,  Ki roo

never stand st i l l .  On March 1, the company added Frank Kok as their  new Sales Director.

EAN inter viewed him about his tasks in this new posit ion.

“I'm excited to dive into the trend towards  

Frank, since you are well known in the industry we can skip the

 introduction and get straight to the point: What excites you about

the role of Sales  Director of Kiiroo?

Frank Kok: The interactive pleasure toys from  Kiiroo can add a

new dimension to upcoming  developments in the adult  industry,

such as virtual  reality porn. I'm excited to dive into the trend

towards technologically advanced interactive toys and to

give people an opportunity to experience porn in a new way.

Saying that, I foresee multiple opportunities with our platform

where other companies, from either the toy or content industry,

can use our patented technology to merge with each other.

What will be your responsibilities as Sales Director?

Frank: Since Kiiroo has the ambition and knowledge to bring

markets together, I will be responsible for global sales and

 distribution. Please do not be fooled by thinking I will only act

within the toy industry! Our core business is not only global but

 contains a wide network within the content, webcam and movie industry

as well. People are used to seeing me move around a lot; my new

responsibilities, activities, and personal ambition will be tested to

the max in order to bring people, companies, and industries to-

gether.

To what extent will your expertise from seven years in the adult

industry help you at Kiiroo?

Frank: I have seen many different sides of the adult industry

so I have reasonable overview of the adult industry in its

entirety. I know with what parties we can work to continue

the interactivity revolution. Next to that, my existing  network

can help open doors and make more exciting deals.

A conversation with Kiiroo’s new Sales Director Frank Kok

I N T E R V I E W
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  technologically advanced interactive toys.”
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You have worked in distribution as

well as for a manufacturer. Where

do you see the biggest differences

to the work in a technology

 company?

Frank: In distribution, you deal with

multiple brands which are also

 offered by other distribution

 companies. During this period, it was

very tempting to move large volu-

mes based on pricing only. I still feel

very lucky that both the

 management of my previous

 employer (Eropartner Distribution), as

well as myself, were able to  focus

on long term strategic  decisions rat-

her than pricing only. We focused

on service, logistics and reliability

and the rest is history…..the com-

pany exploded.

As a manufacturer, you have to

 focus on your product line, quality,

development, and choosing the

best global partners to achieve your

goals. To do all of this cost  efficiently

takes a lot of hard work.

A technology company, like Kiiroo,

has its own challenges. The

 interactive market and its demands

are moving so fast that you need

highly skilled people on board who

are all able to keep up with the fast

paced environment. I am blessed

to have super motivated  colleagues

around me who are all specialist in

what they do and have the flexibility

to think, work and enjoy working in a

revolutionary interactive world!  

What do you think are the strengths

of Kiiroo?

Frank: It's not just a product.

 Customers buy a head to toe

 experience and that is something

unique in the adult industry.

 Customers can use the devices

with many different services like

 virtual reality, interactive videos,

cam models and their lover. Also,

we are continuously working on

 updates for the devices. We can

update the software remotely so

customers only need to buy a

 device once and will have a

 lifetime of pleasure when using it.

What role will modern technolo-

gies play in the future develop-

ment of love toys?

Frank: Modern technologies will

create a new demand in the

 industry: interactivity. Customers

are longing for a complete

 experience that includes a high

 level of pleasure without too much

effort. In the future, more love toys

will become interactive and it will

get easier to connect to other

users, or content. As mentioned

before, it is all about the experi-

ence. See and feel what you

see.  I`m happy to say that Kiiroo

is a pioneer in this field.

What role will the erotic market

play in the distribution of these

 products? Or is the webcam

 industry the addressee?

Frank: The erotic market and the

webcam industry will both play a

role in the distribution of these

 products since interactive toys are

for everyone. Couples, single men

or women, and cam models all

have their own advantages in

using these toys. Interactive toys

 offer an exciting new way to play

with each other for people in

 couples and allow them to main-

tain intimacy, even when they are

apart. Single men and women are

able to explore interactive content

or seek other users online. For cam

models, the advantage is all about

offering their customers a new

 experience when watching shows,

and this new element will increase

the number of visitors. As told, Kiiroo

is working very hard to focus on the

(patented) technology to merge

industries and demands together.

We are proud our efforts within the

total adult industry. It is already 

 paying off due to the fact that

 other high end adult brands under-

stand and embrace our vision to

give users the sensation of ‘’touch’’.

F R A N K  K O K

.................

Please do not be

 fooled by thinking I

will only act within the

toy industry!”

................................ 

“
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“Usually, fakes are sold by third-party 
         sellers via Amazon Marketplace.“

Michael Jahn: When we apply for confiscation at the

border, customs offices all throughout Europe have to

take a closer look during import processing. We are told

immediately if they come upon a shipment that may

include fake products, then they send us a sample,

and a decision is made on what to do with that

 shipment. If it truly turns out to be a fake, the products

are destroyed right then and there. And of course, we

are also informed of how many counterfeit products

are found. The biggest shipment of fake Spiders that

was stopped by the customs authorities included several

hundred toys.

Do you know where these copied products are made,

who makes them, and – most importantly – who gets

them into Europe and sells them here?

Michael Jahn: So far, all counterfeit products have

 originated in China and Hong Kong. Whenever products

are confiscated at the border, we are also informed of

who sent them and who the addressee is.

.................

Many consumers never really become

aware of the fact that they have

bought a counterfeited product.“

................................ 
“
exclusive
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Each year, product piracy causes losses

 running into bi l l ions in Europe alone. The

 general rule is: The stronger a brand, the more

incentive for copyists to imitate it. Michael

Jahn, CEO of Omocha Dreams GmbH, learned

that lesson first-hand. For several years, his

company has been the exclusive German

 distributor of the 'Spider', one of the top-selling

products of Korean producer GTC. And during

that time, he has come across his fair share

of counter feited products. In our interview, he

recounts some of the unpleasant discoveries

he’s made, and he offers advice for buyers

and retai lers on how they can protect

 themselves against fakes.

Michael Jahn on the fight against product piracy

Michael Jahn, CEO of Omocha Dreams GmbH

Michael, you have been very successful distributing

the product 'Spider' from Korean company GTC.

But lately, more and more counterfeit versions of the

product have popped up in the market. How did you

learn about this?

Michael Jahn: It is no secret that most successful  products

are imitated sooner or later, and we expected that it

would happen with Spider. That’s also why we  secured

the trademark rights for the Spider collection before we

introduced it to the German market. As a  result, we can

now prosecute product piracy by applying for border

confiscation measures within the European Union.

Would you mind telling us more about how this works?

Do you work closely with the authorities? And what

 quantities are we talking about here? 



The Bum Buster anal plug by TOYJOY Anal Play is a true work of art.  

Its curved edges, contemporary silhouette and perineum stimulator  

will take you on a very pleasurable anal adventure!

WWW.SCALAPLAYHOUSE.COM



Which channels

of distribution are used to sell counterfeited products?

Michael Jahn: As a matter of fact, the biggest channel I

know of is Amazon. It is incredibly hard to convince that

shopping portal that any of the products they are selling

might be counterfeited. Usually, these fakes are sold by

third-party sellers via Amazon Marketplace. Of course, this

does considerable damage to our

brand because the product reviews for

original products and fakes all end up

on the same product page.

I am sure you take legal action against

those who counterfeit your products and

those who sell them in Europe. What

penalties do these persons face?

Michael Jahn: You can’t make general

statements about the penalties for product piracy. Each

case is looked into individually. Those who import fake

 products often have to disclose revenue and profits

 generated through the sale of these products. And that

also goes for any previous shipments that may have

slipped through the customs net. The

 applicant compensation is then based

on how much damage these people

have caused. And of course, we

 always have them sign a declaration

of cease and desist.

Can you put a ballpark figure on how

much damage the import of counterfeited

'Spider' products does? The product and

the brand sustain long-term damage from

these inferior fakes, don’t they?

Michael Jahn: Unfortunately, it is not

 possible to calculate how great the

 damage really is. To be able to make such

an estimate, you’d have to know how many
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fake products are indeed imported, or have already 

been imported.

There are only two official Spider distributors in Europe, so

if trade member buy from them, they can be sure to get

original merchandise? One of these two is your company

Omocha Dreams? Who is the other distributors?

Michael Jahn: EroPartner from the Netherlands is the other

official distributor of Spider. However, it has been

 contractually established that EroPartner may not distribute

these products in Germany.

Are there other ways for retailers and consumers to make

sure they don’t buy counterfeited products? How can they

spot a fake?

Michael Jahn: It can be very hard for

retailers and consumer to really see the

difference. Therefore, every Spider box

has a hologram sticker on it, bearing a

serial number. You can enter this number

on the official Spider website to see if the

product is indeed authentic.

What can the trade do to get their

 customers to go for the original product, even if it is more

expensive than the Asian fake?

Michael Jahn: I think many consumers never really

 become aware of the fact that they have bought a

counterfeited product. There are fierce

price battles in the market – just look at the

offers at Amazon. Therefore, it is perfectly

normal for products to be offered way

 below the recommended retail price – not

to mention that most consumers don’t

even know the recommended retail price

to begin with. So we have to get the retailers

to pay more attention and – in our case –

to specifically check the hologram stickers.

However, if someone knowingly sells

 counterfeited products in

his store or on a web-

site, things are diffe-

rent. Then, they have

to be ready to face

the consequences.
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The biggest

 shipment of fake

Spiders that was stopped

by the customs

 authorities included

several hundred toys.“

........................ 

“

The original: the Spider masturbator

The serial number on the hologram sticker allows retailers

and customers to check the authenticity of the product





How did you come up with the idea of selling  

fluid-proof sheets?

Mark Boulton: The idea was initially quite random, one of

my colleagues heard something about them on a

 podcast and the idea grew from there. Initially, we had a

completely different material in mind but we realised early

on that if the product was to really work, we needed a

very sophisticated material and set to work to find the

 fabrics that we use today.

Where does the name of your brand come from? What

effect do you want to achieve with the name?

Mark: The company started in San Francisco and we

came up with the name at a brainstorming session, which

as I remember involved a few bottles of Californian

 Chardonnay! We manufacture in downtown San  Francisco

and the name reflects our roots there as well as telling you

immediately what the product is. It is also a positive name

and stands out from a sea of often quite unmemorable

brands. Customers over a certain age will also get the

 reference to the well-known TV series of a  similar name.

What kinds of materials are used in your products?  

Mark: We use sophisticated engineered fabrics in all our

products. First and foremost, they have to be fluid proof
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Anything goes – also, and especially between the sheets. Many sensual experiences benefit

f rom massage oi ls ,  lubr icants,  and other l iquids, but of ten, these l i t t le helpers don’t  just

increase the fun, they also take their  tol l  on the sheets.  However, now there is a convenient

solut ion to that l i t t le problem: Sheets of San Francisco. What is  that,  you wonder? We let

Mark Boulton explain.

and be easy to wash and care for. We started with this

in mind and identified fabrics which are also breathable,

for additional comfort in use and lightweight, so very

easy to take away with you and to store. It was also

 important to us that the top surface of the sheets was

seam free, as seams are a potential point of failure

and detract from the look and comfort of the sheets,

we believe our product is unique in this respect. Our

sheets are also extremely tough and durable so that

users can put them through their paces without worrying

too much about damaging them. We even have clients

who claim to wear stilettos in bed without harming the

sheets. Last but not least our fabrics feel great against

the skin whatever you are using on them and are

 popular across the board with both men and women.

You said it took you a long time to develop the sheets.

What were the difficulties in manufacturing sheets that

live up to your standards?

Mark: It did take us a while to develop the sheets but

this was more from the difficulties in sourcing fabrics

that met our rigorous specification, than from difficulties

in the actual manufacture. Finding suppliers who 

could produce both the width and quality we wanted

was a challenge.

exclusive
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Mark Boulton on the 'Sheets of San Francisco' 

“We use sophisticated engineered
fabrics in all our products.” 
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Your products are manufactured in

the UK. Why is that important to you?

Mark: We manufacture in the US for

the North American market and in

the UK for the European market.

 Local manufacture is important to

us for a number of reasons, not least

because it demonstrates our

 support for the communities we

operate in and our faith in local

 businesses.  Manufacturing on shore

also means we can be responsive

in lead-times and in developing new

products, so can adapt and

change quite easily.  It also means

we are able to offer a bespoke

 service, where we can accommo-

date extra deep or oversized

 mattresses, so our retailers never

need to turn away business. We do

not know of another company who

offers this service. Only this week we

had a customer who wanted a mat-

ching duvet, which is not a product

we currently offer, but we were able

to accommodate his request and

his duvet is currently in manufacture.

Apart from the practical applicabi-

lity, you put a lot of focus on the

 design. Were there any challenges

in the design process for your

 products because they are sheets?

Mark: We use two distinct materials

in our range of products. Our Plus

range is a plain black fabric that is

sophisticated in the design of the

fabric rather than the product itself.

There is a lot of emphasis on the de-

tail of the product and we continue

to refine it and develop the design.

Our printed range is a high design

product where we are able to

 produce near photographic quality

images on the sheets. There will be

more focus on this product going

forward with new designs being

 introduced. We are also able to offer

custom designs in this range so we

can produce branded designs for

customers, or reproduce most kinds

of imagery on very short runs. The

scope here is endless and only

 constrained by imagination.

Which target group do you aim for

with Sheets of San Francisco?

M A R K  B O U L T O N

The Sheets also have a

very unique feel to them

The Printed Funsheets are a

range of printed flat throws

All Sheets of

San Francisco products are fluid-proof 



Mark: Whist quite specialist in their design and

 performance, our sheets appeal to a broad range of

users and are popular with both men and women. They

are great for people who want to have a sensual massage

session without worrying about oils staining the sheets and

appeal for different reasons across the spectrum to all

sorts of bedroom scenes, but probably more towards the

light fetish market and swinging scene as they are great

for things such as wax play. The gay leather market has

been very successful for us in the US and we see this as

being equally successful for us in Europe

What can you tell us about your product range?

Mark: We currently offer two main products; our Plus Range

and our Unique Printed Range. Our Plus range offers a

 selection of fitted sheets and pillowcases and flat throws in

all standard UK and European sizes.  Currently this range is

available only in Black but in the coming months we intend

to offer white as an alternative. Our printed product is a

range of printed flat throws. We currently offer one design

but will expand this range in response to customer requests.

Which distribution channels do you use for marketing 

your products?

Mark: We currently market direct to retailers. We will be

 increasing our profile at shows this year. We are returning

to Sexhibition in Manchester in August which was a good

show for us last year with exposure to both the retail and

trade markets. We have a stand at ETO in June and hoping

to have a presence at eroFame at the end of the year to

increase our profile to the trade.
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Do you plan on expanding your distribution network?

What strategy do you follow? Are you looking for

 distributors and wholesalers, or do you prefer working

directly with retailers?

Mark: Ideally we would like to work direct with retailers as

we like the direct relationship with them and the direct

feedback.  We are however open to other sales channels

and are happy to talk with potential distributors

Your sheets are very unique products. How should

 resellers present or market them? Do you plan on

 supporting retailers with POS material and other stuff?

Mark: The sheets are unique and people really need

to feel for themselves the quality of our fabrics. It is for

this reason we have introduced our boxed samples,

which we send out to potential customers.  These are

also available to retailers to send out.  We provide

sample fabric for display in store and also point of

sales items, which can be geared to either the gay or

straight  markets,

What are the plans for the future of Sheets of San

 Francisco?

Mark: For the future we will continue to refine our plus

range of sheets and throws.

We will develop the printed range offering more sizes

and introducing new designs on a regular basis and

we expect to broaden the product offering with

 different but related items, all the time building on our

high quality reputation.  We will continually look to

 expand the retailer base.



info



“The Rimming Plug was   

Alicia Sinclair can look back at 14 years

of experience in the adult industry
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Alicia Sinclair presents the world’s first Rimming Plug
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Alicia, you are no stranger to

the erotic industry, having 

worked for well-known companies

before. Could you tell us a bit

about your career so far and why

you chose to found your own

company, b-Vibe now?

Alicia Sinclair: 2016 is my four-

teenth year in the business.  I feel

very blessed to have worked with

well-known manufacturers.  I have

met so many amazing people, 

travelled the world, and estab -

lished many deep and meaningful

relationships. I’ve learned so 

much from these experiences, as

they have all prepared me for

what I felt was the next step in my

career- launching my own brand.

As you may know, I am very 

passionate about sex positive 

education.  As the founder and 

director of b-Vibe, I have the 

opportunity to press my personal

agenda of affecting positive

change, helping to raise the bar

for our industry as a whole, and

present the anal category in a

new light.  

You recently introduced a butt

plug to the market, labelling it as

the „World’s first rimming plug“.

What exactly is this plug and how

does it differ from other butt plugs?

Alicia: The Rimming Plug is b-Vibe’s

first product — a waterproof re-

mote control vibrating plug offers

features never before seen featu-

res on the market. It is the first 

premium plug to incorporate 

rotating beads for a rimming 

sensation and tip vibration for 

orgasmic stimulation. This product

offers dual stimulation and a totally

new erotic experience.

The principle of rotating beads is

long-known. Why hasn't it been

used in butt plugs more often yet?

Alicia: My best guess is that no ot-

her manufacturer sought to create

a product that stimulated this

area. The idea came to me while

I was studying to become a 

Certified Sex Educator and was

completing a course titled “Sex

and the Body”. During the course

the lecturer mentioned several 

times that the highest concentra-

tion of anal nerve endings is 

located at the entry of the bum.

Naturally I started began re-

searching and found that there

wasn’t a product out there that 

applied this concept.  

A rimming plug addresses fans of

the technique of analingus. Is that

your target customer? Why should

people, who are not familiar with

this technique, buy your product?

Alicia: The Rimming Plug was crea-

ted for fans of anal play who are

interested in experiencing a new

sensation, those who enjoy of the

rimming sensation, and people/

couples in general looking to 

experiment with anal sex via the 

remote control, multiple motors,

and high-end premium experience.  

Do you have any tips, how retailers

should present your product in 

order to get the most sales?

Alicia: I believe strongly in retailer

support because I understand how

important it is to market a brand 

in the retail environment.  B-Vibe 

offers complimentary eye-cat-

ching displays, testers, easel signs,

shelf-talkers, web banners, and a

fantastic product video. These all

establish b-Vibe as a brand and

additionally call attention to the

product line.  

What would you say is the strongest

selling point of the bVibe?

Alicia: The strongest selling point of

b-Vibe is the attention to detail in

the packaging, performance, and

presentation.  This all results in a 

superior consumer experience;

which is extremely important to me.  

I N T E R V I E W

  created for fans of anal play.“

exclusive

In late January, the b-Vibe brand made its first impression on the adult market with their debut

product, the Rimming Plug. Creating a “rimming sensation” by way of rotating beads, this product

caters primarily, but not exclusively, to people who love oral stimulation of the anus, aka anilingus.

The founder of b-Vibe, Alicia Sinclair, presents her company and her product in our EAN interview.
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Do you have the impression, that the anal category

has been getting more and more popular recently?

If so, why do you think this is the case?

Alicia: Yes. This category is showing very strong

growth. I know this because many of my distributors

and retail partners have shared their overall growth

percentages.  

How hard is it to stand out as a new company with a

new product today, when there are hundreds of new

products released every week in this industry?

Alicia: Shelf space is more valuable than ever and it

can be challenging to stand out in a sea of products.

However, I believe that if someone has created a

quality product, that features innovation and unique

selling propositions, the product and company will

stand out.  Everyone is looking for the next best thing.

You are trying to establish b-Vibe not only as a

 manufacturer, but also as an informational resource

about anal play. Which measures have you planned

to inform the public?

Alicia: There is a section on the b-Vibe website titled

“Expert Advice”.  This section currently offers advice

about plug use and anal play. I will continue to add

to this section and build it as a resource center full of

sex positive  information about anal play, responsible

plug use, and articles from fellow Sex Educators and

Experts. Additionally, we inform the public via compli-

mentary consumer emails subscriptions, social

media, and the b-Vibe blog.

How expensive is the b-Vibe and where can 

European  retailers get it?

Alicia: The Rimming Plug is US $150 MSRP. European

retailers can purchase b-Vibe products from Orion

and  Eropartner.  

How did your background in this industry – thus your

knowledge of how it works - help you in creating and

launching the b-Vibe?

Alicia: I have a great deal of experience and I have

learned from both my success and mistakes.  That’s

the beauty of dedicating your career to a particular

industry - or maybe that’s just my age catching up

with me.

If you could give advice to other new companies

about how to successfully launch a product, what

would you say?

Alicia: My suggestion to new companies is that they

ask lots of questions, research their competition, and

grow slowly and thoughtfully.  

You already announced a second product called

“Trio Plug” on your website. What will be the special

feature of this plug and when will it hit the market? 

Alicia: The Trio plug is an intermediate size waterproof,

 remote control plug that features three powerful 

motors. It is certified body-safe, seamless silicone,

and utilises the strength and versatility of three 

motors.  The result is superior vibration strength and

patterns that range from soft, gentle pulsations to

deep and powerful rumbles. It will be  available 

this summer.  

.................

The Rimming Plug is b-Vibe’s first 

product — a waterproof remote 

control vibrating plug offers 

features never before seen features 

on the market.”

................................ 

“
Apart from the remote, the product also

comes with a carry bag and a charging cable
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Extrem hochwertiges Gleitgel  

für höchste Ansprüche.

Extremely high quality personal  
lubricant for the highest demands.

waterbased
100ml/3.4fl.oz - Art. No. 44027 

waterbased
100ml/3.4fl.oz - Art. No. 44043
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When did you start your

store in Uppsala, and

why did you decide to try

your luck in the adult retail

trade?

Anette Nordstrand: I opened

the store in October of 1998,

together with a friend. But the

idea of a store had already

sprung up several years ear-

lier after my husband and I

had been to an adult store

in Stockholm. That store was

mainly for men which made

me feel very uncomfortable

there. That is when I decided

that once my four children

were older, I would go back to university and study busi-

ness economics and then open a love store where

everyone would feel comfortable.

Some of our readers may not know all too much about

the Swedish city of Uppsala. Would you mind giving us

some information about your home base? Are there a

many other adult stores there?

Anette: We are the only store in Uppsala. We have been

here for 17 years and are currently in our 3rd store-location.
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Throughout the past years,  the adult  market has seen far-reaching changes, and for the

brick and mor tar t rade, things haven’t  exactly gotten easier.  So i f  a store has been around

for 17 years,  that means someone has defini tely done something r ight – in our case, that

someone would be Anette Nordstrand, the owner of 'Lustgården' in Uppsala, Sweden. Apar t

f rom her store, she and her team have also begun using other channels of dist r ibut ion to

sel l  adult  products,  namely home par t ies and e-commerce. EAN talked with Anette about

her activ i t ies in the adult  realm.

“Our slogan is that 
we are about lust, not dirty behaviour.”

Two other stores tried to open

but did not  succeeded.

 Uppsala is the fourth largest

city in Sweden, it is mainly a

student city as the historic

Uppsala University is located

here. Therefore, the products

in the store are a little different

from what  you get in    high-

end stores in Stockholm.

Now let’s talk about your

store: Which philosophy do

you follow in your retail activi-

ties, and which concept is at

the core of your store? Is Lust-

garden more a traditional

adult store or more like a modern erotic boutique?

Anette: Our slogan is that we are about lust, not dirty

 behaviour. In the beginning, we were very female-oriented

and we paid great  attention to the products and the

 packaging. We even put small stickers on some boxes,

apologising for the   packaging design. However, times

have changed and now we are more focused on the

overall concept which is targeting both old and young.

Therefore, we feel that our store is a modern erotic

 boutique - we even have chandeliers on the ceiling.

Anette Nordstrand’s store 'Lustgården' has been bringing pleasure to Uppsala since 1998
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Anette Nordstrand startet

Lustgarden in 1998

exclusive
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What type of shopping experience

awaits the consumers when they

 enter your store?

Anette: The store is very inviting and

warm, however,  different types of con-

sumers will have different experiences

We are not afraid to get  personal with

our customers. So if a person is more

on the shy side, she/he will have a

more boutique-like experience while

others will feel more relaxed. However,

as the store is run by a regular team

of women in their late 30s, all costu-

mers feel that they can ask us any

questions without embarrassment.

What clientele do you want your store

to appeal to? Many retailers have

 focused on couples as their target

audience – have you also set your

sights on that group?

Anette: Our clientele is everyone over

fifteen, but our customers are mainly

between 25 and 60 years old. Our

 oldest costumer is 86 years old, a

 woman who said that she did not

want to die curious. We are recom-

mended by the local hospital

 because of our good range of  high-

quality products, but also because of

our life experiences and helpful

 attitude. We want our store to appeal

to all and be comfortable for all, no

matter if you are single or in a relati-

onship, if you are looking for toys,

 lingerie, or helpful products.

What kinds of products do you offer

in your store, and which criteria do

you apply when selecting them?

Anette: Our range of products

 includes condoms, lubricants and

massage oils, clothes, scents, gag

gifts, games, books, and erotic films

as well as vibrators, pumps, sex toys

for male users, female users and cou-

ples regardless of gender. We also

carry pharmaceuticals, creams, and

oils that heat, tickle, and taste good.

The criteria we apply are very strict.

We only have products whose quality

we have ascertained through perso-

nal use. When a new product is re-

leased, we buy one to take look at it

and touch it in order to see if we like

it. Is it too loud? Is the vibration strong

enough? We also have really good

relationships which our wholesalers,

and we go to eroFame every year.

What are your top-sellers? Which

trends have the biggest influence on

customer demand right now? Are

high-tech toys a big thing? How

 popular are toys for men?

Anette: Our top-sellers are  silicone-

based lubricants and small clitoris

 vibrators that couples use to spice up

their love life. The Fifty Shades of Grey

line has been popular because it is

erotic and not pornographic. As a

 result, it has become more

 acceptable to try BDSM. The market

for high-tech toys is also evolving,

 however, most of our customers are

not as tech-savvy. Many feel they

don't want their cell phones in the be-

droom. And those who go for high-

tech toys are often male. There’s also

another thing: The costumer who is

already used to toys is interested in

trying high-tech, but a first-time toy

shopper will not buy it. Our feeling on

A N E T T E  N O R D S T R A N D

Warm, bright, inviting, open, and

appealing – the interior of Lustgarden

.................

We want to teach

 Uppsala to have a

great love life.”

................................ “



the matter is that the market is trying hard to push  high-

tech toys whereas our customers prefer smaller toys that

are easier to use and come at a more affordable price.

Toys for men are becoming more acceptable, but it is still

more acceptable for a single woman to have sex toys

than for a male single. We see this in regards to who is

buying the product: Men often buy vi-

brators for women, but very few women

buy products for men.  However, when

women feel a male product could be

used as a couples’ toy, for instance

 during foreplay, they tend to buy 

the  product.

How important are brands for your cus-

tomers? Which other factors influence the consumers’

purchasing decision?

Anette: We don't feel that brands are the most important

thing for our customers, but of course, they see the ads

and promotions of the big brands. The biggest factor for

our customers is our advice and knowledge of the

 different products in our store. We play a big role in their

purchasing decision.

How well-informed are your customers? Do they have

 experience with adult products, or are there also a lot of

first-time buyers? Are many customers looking for  advice

from your sales staff?

Anette: Our clientele can be split in two groups - the well-

informed and the first-time buyer. But since this is a student
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town and we are recommended by the hospital, lots of

people from both groups seek our advice.

Professional customer advice is key. How do you make

sure you can give sound advice? What kinds of questions

are you faced with? Are they usually about specific

 products and their qualities, or do you also have to offer

more general explanations?

Anette: We get all kinds of questions. Some people want

to know about our personal experience with, or opinions

about toys, but we also get people with different types of

ailments who come to us because we have been

 recommended to them by the hospital. In order to make

sure that our staff can give sound advice in all areas, we

have an all-female staff with different life experience. The

staff has also worked here for quite some time and

everyone is well aware of our products.

The adult market has changed a lot throughout the past

years. How has that affected your store, and how has it

changed the composition and preferences of your

 customer base?

Anette: Of course we have noticed the

shift towards the online market, but our

store focusses on the personal

 experience and not just the products.

We believe that is a part of why we have

stayed open for 17 years and why we

are still highly recommended. We have

put more focus on our webpage and

our social media outlets, we have also advertised in quite

a few newspapers and have taken part in a radio show.

This change means that our customers are well-informed

about different products and more often than not, they

know what they need help with when they come in. The

climate for sex is more open today than ever before which

makes it easier to talk about it.

Has Lustgarden been able to capitalise on the growing

public acceptance of adult products? Do more

 customers enter your store?

Anette: The online market has definitely helped us

 capitalise on this growing acceptance. However, we do

have more costumers in our store and there are been

many older people who visit our store.  We believe this is

I N T E R V I E W
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The Lustgarden team

.................

The online market

has definitely

 helped us capitalise on

the growing acceptance.”

................................ 
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a combination of the growing

acceptance and the type of

store we run. For instance, each

year, we also offer our products

at a market targeted at people

over sixty.

Like many store owners in the

brick and mortar trade, you also

have an online shop, and

 moreover, Lustgarden is also

 involved in the home party

 segment. Is it a necessity to

 diversify like that to be successful

in today’s market?

Anette: We believe that it is a

necessity if you want to reach

out to people, but not really a

necessity to be successful.

Home parties is a marketing stra-

tegy as well as social  medium. The online store is  designed

to complement our physical store and it is frequented by

three  different types of groups: the people who use it to

read up on the product  before they come to the store,

the people who have moved away and cannot come to

Uppsala anymore, and then there is the group of people

who cannot get to our store within regular business hours.

Since when have you been active in the e-commerce

segment, when did you start offering toy parties? How

 important are these two sales channels for Lustgarden?

Anette: We started with home parties in 1999, and the

web shop was launched a few years later, in 2003. These

two channels are valuable in terms of marketing and

 costumer connection.  

Do you reach more or less the same consumer groups

with all of these channels, or are there differences? Is

there cross-pollination between store, online shop, and

home parties, or does one channel steal away customers

from another?

Anette: There are some differences between the groups

we reach, but there is definitely cross-pollination. As said

before, the online shop is used as a complement the

actual boutique, and even if we do not carry a certain
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product in our regular range, we

are always happy to add it if a

costumer asks for it.

What are the biggest challen-

ges for Lustgarden in a) the

brick and mortar trade, b) the

adult online trade, and c) the

home party market?

Anette: The biggest challenges

a) is to advertise the store in or-

der to get costumers to come

in, b) the web shop has to be

simple and easy to  manoeuvre,

and you need the right marke-

ting strategy, and c) for the

home parties, the staff and

 products need to be in line with

the atmosphere of the event

/evening and clientele.

What’s the situation in the  Swedish adult retail trade?

Which problems are you  faced with at the moment?

Anette: The situation in Sweden can be divided into two

parts, the brick and mortar trade and the online trade.

The online shops don’t usually follow the recommended

prices and this can affect the walk-in stores. The problem

for the retailers is that our European wholesalers have

low stocks and many products are sold out or it’s very

difficult to have them shipped over in time.

Do you feel that as a retailer, you get enough support

from the industry, i.e. from producers, distributors, and

wholesalers? Are you offered useful POS materials,

 product training, etc.?

Anette: We have a great relationship with the wholesalers

and eroFame is a great place to get in touch with

 distributors. As the owner of the store, I don't really feel

that we get enough POS material and product training.

What plans does Lustgarden have for the future?

Anette: The plan for the store is to develop in the online

market while keeping the personal touch of the physical

store. The store will live on and develop our customer base.

We want to teach Uppsala to have a great love life.
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in Uppsala, Sweden’s fourth-biggest city





The packaging of your TPR-made products features a

new design. Why did you decide on changing it now?

Ryan Fraga: We wanted to create more cohesive brand

image and presentation, and respond the needs of our

customers. We’re a premium brand, and we needed to

step forward into premium packaging. This shift was made

to be of service to our customers by providing a design

that was easy to merchandise, simple for the consumer

to understand, that shows off the product rather than dis-

tract from it, while still maintaining the dark and masculine

imagery of Oxballs’ branding message.  

How much feedback from your customers has gone into

the new design?

Ryan: This was almost entirely based on customer input.

Specifically, the change in materials from a pouch to

clamshells was feedback we received directly from retai-

lers. Many other aspects such as the new graphic layout,
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In November, 2015, the decis ion was made

at Oxballs to change the packaging for their

TPR-made products because the exist ing pa-

ckaging des ign d idn ’ t  fu l ly  meet  the ex-

pectat ions of  thei r  customers.  By Ju ly,  a l l

TPR products wi l l  be presented in this new

clamshel l  packaging. And several i tems in

the Oxballs col lection are already available

in this new guise, as EAN learned during our

inter v iew wi th Ryan Fraga, the Di rector  of

Sales & Market ing at Oxbal ls .

“We’re a premium brand,
to step forward into premium

size, and information provided were all carefully crafted

from listening to what retailers need and desire in packa-

ging to help drive sell through and at the point of sale.  

What exactly has changed regarding the packaging de-

sign?

Ryan: We shifted from using a heat sealed pouch to cus-

tom clamshells. The former pouch consisted of a large

window where product sat loose, with a mirrored reflective

backdrop. The update features a custom fit window, open

on both sides, where the product is held in place at an

optimal angle for viewing form and shape.  The insert

backdrop has been updated with a grey repeat “OX” pat-

tern, and now prominently displays the instantly recogni-

sable orange Oxballs logo.  The back of the package

consists of updated descriptions of products, materials,

and care instructions.  A pictograph male model provides

a wordless explanation of how to wear products.  

Oxballs introduces new packaging design for their TPR-made products

exclusive
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and we needed
packaging.”
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Have you received feedback from

 retailers regarding the new packaging de-

sign?

Ryan: The reaction from retailers has been

phenomenal already!  We’ve had a con-

stant stream of emails and calls of grati-

tude and excitement about this much

needed change.   

What makes packaging re-

tail-friendly in your opinion?

Ryan: A wordless diagram

showing how to wear our

sometimes not easily un-

derstood designs, provides

amazing support for sell-

through without any

language barrier.  Having

the option to open a pa-

ckage and allow a customer to feel

and experience a piece, also is a

huge point-of-sale benefit.  Retailers

will now have a much easier time

creating visually appealing branding

spaces with Oxballs, with the consis-

tency in the new graphics, and clean

edges of the materials. There is also

more uniformity in the sizing of pa-

ckages, so it doesn’t look as jumbled

on the wall. We chose to keep the si-

zing of the shells small and tight

against the product, minimising the

footprint required for each piece.  

How important is packaging design

for being noticed by consumers?

Ryan: Very important, we have such

strong brand recognition consumers

ask for our products by name, and

our logo is recognizable. This shift was

aimed at being immediately notice-

able as Oxballs’ products when a

consumer walks onto a sales floor

packed with many brands and pro-

ducts.

How long did the redesigning process

take, from the conception stage to

the final production stage?

Ryan: We brought this idea from con-

cept to market in 90 days. We made

the decision during a trade show in

November 2015 after hearing con-

sistent feedback that people loved

our products but did not like our pa-

Ryan Fraga (Oxballs Director of Sales & Marketing)

and Ox (Oxballs founder and CEO)

R Y A N  F R A G A

.................

We wanted to create

more cohesive brand

image and presentation,

and respond the needs of

our customers.”

................................ 

“

Many Oxballs top-sellers are already

available in their new packaging – also in Europe



ckaging. The first round of updated packaging

was launched in February 2016.    

Does the new packaging mean that there will

be a price increase?

Ryan: No, there will be zero price increase with this change.

This was our cost of doing business. We feel it’s our respon-

sibility to respond with swift action to any challenges our

customers bring to us, and we honour the honest feedback

our partners share with us.  

Why did you only repackage your products made from

TPR and not the whole range of products?

Ryan: There are a few reasons for this. TPR, being translu-

cent, is not as easily seen and understood when in a loose

fitting pouch. The clamshells allow the product to get sea-

ted in a window box held in place, so customers can cle-

arly see the form in our designs.  Also, TPR can crush and

distort its shape in the pouches.  The clamshells protect

the products so that the consumer will always get a pristine

piece.  

We also wanted customers to be able to differentiate bet-

ween TPR and Silicone.  Oxballs silicone products are really

aimed at a different consumer. The raw materials are

much higher cost, and so are the overall prices of silicone

pieces compared to TPR.  We wanted to stay true to our

fetish niche retailers, which have been the core of our

business since the beginning.  These customers don’t prefer
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a clamshell package.  A silicone consumer is looking for

a hand-made product, which hasn’t been touched by

anyone since it was poured in our factory.  Our sealed

pouch is a great design for this product line.  

Silicone is four times the weight of TPR so the clamshells

would have to be thick plastic, they would start to look

hazy. The size of the shells would be enormous to house

some of our large and more complicated designs.

We are updating our pouches for the silicone products to

match the graphics used in the new clamshells, but with

an added graphic strip in contrast colour indicating the

product is Pure Platinum Silicone. The products can be

merchandised together with this new design.

When will your newly repackaged products be available

on the European market/when is the process of introdu-

cing the new packaging to the European market com-

pleted?

Ryan: Top-sellers are already available direct from Oxballs

and through our European suppliers. The remaining items

will shift during the next few months.  We estimate that the

TPR line of products will be in the new packaging by July

2016 as will the silicone products.

I N T E R V I E W
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This shift was aimed at being

 immediately noticeable as Oxballs’

products when a consumer walks onto 

a sales floor packed with many 

brands and products.”
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In July, all TPR products will be available

in their newly-designed packaging





Hand on heart, what is your product of the year

2015? And what are the reasons for that choice?

Adam Lewis: For me I think it has to be the womanizer. It

isn’t very often that a brand new technology/new form

of stimulation comes along. Despite the products initial

dubious looks, it seems to be flying off the shelves. I am

particularly impressed by the sales volume given the
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What t rends have emerged throughout the past years? Wi l l  they continue to dominate in

2016? And what wi l l  be the next big thing in the adult  industr y? These quest ions are obvio-

usly very impor tant,  and to answer them, EAN turned to Adam Lewis,  the inventor of the

PULSE product l ine.

“There seems to be less stigma attached
to what we do than there used to be.” 

high price of the toy. It has definitely given me food for

thought. 

It has been a few months since eroFame 2015, but still,

I’d like to know what you thought of that show? Is ero-

Fame an accurate representation of the market?

Adam: I really do think that the event is fantastic! It seems

to have gone beyond simply being a meeting place

for the European community and instead cemented it-

self as a global show. I meet Americans, Australians, Rus-

sians and customers from Asia at the show. It really has

become a global destination.

Which trends had the biggest impact on the adult mar-

ket in 2015? Was it app-controlled toys?

Adam: Personally I don’t think it is anything technological

or even product related. I think the trend that has had

the biggest impact on the industry is the wider accep-

tance of the mainstream to include and talk about our

products and industry. There seems to be less stigma

attached to what we do than there used to be. Fifty

Shades as well as the more mainstream marketing

activities by brands such as Hot Octopuss seem

to be having an impact on how the main-

stream regard and talk about our industry. 

EAN has the questions, Adam Lewis has the answers

.................

The most important aspect in my eyes

from a consumer’s perspective is

that they want a product that is

 extremely effective.” 

............................... 

“
exclusive
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Adam Lewis, founder of the Hot Octopuss

brand and inventor of the PULSE product line
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Many feel that the industry may

overdo it with its focus on modern

technology such as app controls, fe-

aring that this development is based

neither on actual demand, nor on

real added value. What is your opi-

nion?

Adam: Couldn’t have said it better

myself. Is it a trend driven by the in-

dustry or more of a fad that manu-

facturers have created in order to dif-

ferentiate their products? That said, I

think using the term 'modern techno-

logy' is too broad as I believe new

technologies that focus on function

such as creating a new or different

kind of stimulation/sensation (such as

the womanizer has done) add a huge

amount of value.

Traditionally, design has been regar-

ded as the single-most important

factor determining the success or fai-

lure of a sex toy. Have technology and

functionality overtaken design in that

regard?

Adam: For me the single most impor-

tant factor has always been functio-

nality. If a product works well and deli-

vers intense pleasure to the user, then

this product is highly likely to succeed.

Products that look great but don’t

function well tend to have short life-

span in my opinion. I would rank them

in order of functionality, design and

then technology in this order.

Once, product development was

seemingly based on the notion that,

as long as it vibrates, you’re in good

shape. These days are over, but how

has product development evolved in

the meantime? Has it become more

professional, more specialised? Has it

become … better?

Adam: I think the industry has been

split. There are those manufacturers

who still take the view that 'as long

as it vibrates, you’re in good shape'

and then there are those manu-

facturers that are determined to think

outside of the box and create some-

thing completely new and exciting

for users. For those still prepared to

manufacture something that simply

vibrates the process has pretty much

stayed the same. For those innova-

tors however, manufacturing has be-

come much more professional and

specialised, closer akin to say the

consumer electronics market.

Consumer feedback, suggestions

from experts such as therapists,

doctors, gynaecologists, scientific

data gathered through product

tests … All these things have be-

come part of the product develop-

ment process. But is that alone

enough to create a top-seller or do

you need more?

Adam: The information provided by

these resources should form a huge

part in any development process. In

essence these reputable sources

are telling you what consumers want

and therefore provided manufactu-

rers with a road map of what they

need to create in order to meet user

demands. This is most certainly the

first step towards creating a top-sel-

ling product but that’s all it is…a first

step. These products then need to

be designed, presented and costed

in a way that consumers will actually

WANT to use them. If all these factors

are achieved, only then will you

have a top-selling product.

We all know the consumers are

more savvy and well-informed no-

wadays, so what’s most important

to them when they go shopping for

adult products? Technology?

Functionality? Quality? Brand? Price? 

Adam: As I said earlier, the most im-

portant aspect in my eyes from a

consumer’s perspective is that they

want a product that is extremely ef-

fective. That it fulfils its purpose well.

They then want this product at the

right price. Quality, especially for the

higher price points products is also

to some extent important, however

technology and brand I believe are

less important when it comes to con-

sumers purchasing decisions.

Today, every other product is adver-

tised as a couple product, it seems.

Is this development worrisome?

Adam: Well, in my opinion, it sends

a slightly confusing message to

consumers. What exactly is a cou-

ple’s toy? Any product that can be

used together with a partner could

in essence be considered a cou-

ple’s toy. In my view, a toy should

only really be considered a cou-

ple’s toy if it is able to deliver duel

stimulation to both partners such as

the We-vibe or our PULSE II DUO for

example. A toy that has a remote

control that one partner can ope-
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In my view, a toy

should only really be

considered a couple’s toy

if it is able to deliver

duel stimulation to both

partners.” 

................................ 
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rate for example in my opinion isn’t really a true cou-

ple’s toy. But this is only my opinion.

And what is your opinion on the resurgence of realistic-

looking, flesh-coloured vibrators and dildos we’ve seen

lately?

Adam: Long live the realistic-looking, flesh coloured vibra-

tors and dildos, I say! 

Products like your PULSE have helped take male-oriented

products to the next level. How would you sum up the si-

tuation in this market segment today? And how much

better can sex toys for men become?

Adam: This is a huge growth market and I believe that

changing attitudes and a growing number of progressive

manufacturers that are designing interesting, unusual and

effective toys in this segment are doing a great job in

changing attitudes and growing the market in this space.

It is only in recent times that manufactu-

rers have started to look at male

toys in a different more tech-

nology and design orien-

tated way. There is plenty

more to come in this

space I believe. 
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Today’s consumers know a lot more about sex toys, and

therefore, they are more demanding. How will product

development change and evolve to meet these

 expectations?

Adam: I think that is already happening. These consu-

mers are looking for functionality, quality and design at

a higher price point then they have ever done before.

The average price point for products is moving up as

consumers are becoming more willing to pay money

for top products and therefore so are the toys that

 manufacturers are producing.

Do you expect any major changes in terms of product

development and product trends in 2016, and if so, what

will change?

Adam: I’m delighted to say that general innovation seems

to be a trend.

Which of the buzz words we’d been hearing in 2015 will

continue to play a big role this year: High-tech toys? Long

distance relationship toys? Teledildonics?

Adam: For me the most exciting emerging segment in

our industry is Virtual Reality (VR). For me it’s not a question

of whether this will be the next big thing but rather when.

This segment is still in its infancy with companies like Kiiroo

pioneering the way. That said, the next 5-10 years will see

VR start to take off and Hot Octopuss is keeping a very

close on this space, biding our time and working out

exactly when the best time to enter.

Suppose you could develop a product without having

to make any compromises. What would it look like?

Would it be the uber-vibrator the market has been

 waiting for so long?

Adam: It would have to be cyborg that you couldn’t diffe-

rentiate from a normal human being except that SHE (in

my case) would be a nymphomaniac that wouldn’t com-

plain, argue, love football and be the best cook ever! –

Oh, and she would have an on/off switch. 

I N T E R V I E W
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Long live the realistic-looking,

flesh coloured vibrators and 

dildos, I say!” 

................................ 
“

Adam believes that virtual reality

is the next big thing in the adult market
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What inspired you to create an information graphic

showing the history of the erotic industry from its

early beginnings until today?

Sam Ruddy: The sex industry we all work in, especially on-

line and offline adult stores, is a hugely successful market.

Websites and shops are selling to wider range of people,

from all walks of life, than ever before and profit because

of it. I was very interested in learning how this had come to

be. When I started digging, it was fascinating to learn

things had not always been this way and was amazed by

far the industry has come over the last fifty years. 

To what purpose will you use the information graphic?

Sam: To understand the present, you must respect the

past. Our success and the success of the Vitenza clients

really is down to the various and numerous  liberations and

movements of the last half century, which have made

society more open to  exploring their sexuality. You can

read through the  information on our graphic to find out a

little bit more about how we have reached the point where

we are at now, with adult stores and what could lay in wait

in years to come.

How did you proceed in creating the graphic? What in-

struments, sources etc., did you use?
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The industry for adult products is always looking ahead, focusing

on the way the market will develop in the future. So much so that

many people forget where the roots of this industry lie and where

it all began. Vitenza has taken a look at the long and fascinating

history of the adult market, visualising the results in the form of an

info graphic. The timeline begins in the 1960s and sheds light on

impor tant milestones that marked the following decades. And as

always, the past also holds lessons that are important for the future

of the market. Sam Ruddy, UK Business Manager of Vitenza, told us

more about the project in our EAN interview.

“To understand the present, 
you must respect the past.” 

Sam: Design was an important factor. It would have been

pointless to have a really great, informative graphic that

no one wanted to read, if it looked dull. The colour scheme,

icons and style were all carefully considered to help make

it as eye catching as we could. Authority was also key, we

couldn’t just spout any random figures or dates, otherwise

the reader wouldn’t take us seriously. All of the numbers

are sourced from journals, articles and sales data, so you

know what you are reading is real and can be relied on. 

Were there any surprises during your research? What

aspect of the history of the erotic industry fascinated you

the most?

Sam: The whole research process was very interesting for

me. With a couple of years’ experience of this industry, I

am still relatively 'fresh' to it. To learn more about the rich

heritage of the sex industry and the adult store has

 provided me with a great amount of context about the

market. I can now take this into my daily work and I am

confident it will help me better serve my clients.

Do you feel that the industry is  forgetting its trailblazers?

Sam: The influence of history’s  trailblazers is seen throughout

the many sites and physical stores in the UK. For instance,

there are now shops that are dedicated to and celebrate

exclusive
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Vitenza presents an interesting info graphic about the history of the adult industry
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female sexuality, in the same way there are other places that do

the same for the gay market. Without the likes of feminist or gay

rights trailblazers, sex shops would still be orientated towards he-

terosexual men only. The industry continuously honours its trailbla-

zers, even if it’s in a passive way.

What were the most fundamental changes in the erotic industry

since the early 1960s?

Sam: Each movement or liberation is fundamental in its own

right; as it helped a group of people, who were not recognised

as sexual beings before, gain acknowledgment and respect.

Men and women, of all sexual orientation have erotic fantasies

or fetishes that they want to explore, changes in the industry have

allowed these people to indulge them.

Many people say the erotic industry would be very different from

what it is today if it weren't for the e-commerce channel of distri-

bution. Do you agree?

Sam: As you already know, e-commerce allows for customers

from all over the world to be targeted, from one location. A site,

ran out of an office in London, can easily distribute on a pan-Eu-

ropean level. If this was not available to the industry, clients would

have to be targeted on a more local scale, so there would be

more obvious limitations. Yes, I do agree that the erotic scene

would be different without e-commerce. It reaches out to people

on a global scale, allowing them to get products and items they

would not necessarily have access to otherwise.

Sam Ruddy, Vitenza‘s UK Business Manager, wanted to put the spotlight on the origins

of the industry and the ways it has changed in the years since
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Where does the industry stand now? How would you des-

cribe the industry status quo?

Sam: You are now seeing adult stores at home on the

high street and in shopping centres, rather than down the

dingy back alleys they were born into. The fact that they

are  becoming a more regular part of retail demonstrates

that there is a real acceptance from society towards sex

shops; they are normal to see. We think this can only be a

good thing in terms of growing customer bases and sales.

From an online  perspective, many websites report year

on year increase in the amount of traffic they receive and

the amount of sales they see as well. In addition, it is not

uncommon to see big name online adult stores advertising

on television. Again, this shows that people are happy to

embrace the industry on an ever-increasing level.

Do you have any concerns about the erotic industry losing

its unique appeal and character by going through all

these changes? Is the industry headed in a direction where

it won’t be distinguishable from other industries?

Sam: How can an industry that boasts so much weird and

wonderful elements ever lose its appeal? As the old adage

says, sex sells. Where other retailers sell sex implicitly, you

buy clothes to look good, to hopefully attract someone

and possibly have sex with them, our industry allows the

customers to explore their sexuality directly. All of the things

this industry has to offer, from lube to leather, will always

appeal. What’s more, from my own experience, those

that work in an adult store provide some of the best cus-

tomer service I have ever seen in retail. This sticks out in

the mind of a customer and will encourage them to come

back time and again. Few other industries will treat their

customers in the same kind of way.

If we look back, we also have to look ahead – what does

the future of the erotic  industry look like?

Sam: As highlighted in the infographic, I think the next big

thing we will see is  technology. The like of virtual reality and

premium grade, robotic toys are already starting to gain

traction in the market. It is fair to say that the sex industry is

one  dominated by gimmick and I am confident this will

be the next one customers will be obsessed with. For sex

shops and online adult stores, I think there is a fantastic

opportunity to carry on building on the foundations that

are in place now. I would expect a few more shops to

make their way onto the high street and for them and

websites alike to advertise in a more public way, like on TV,

rather than in the back pages of lads mags, as they have

done for years.

For 2020 you predict a global sales volume of 40 billion

GBP for erotic products. Why are you so optimistic?

Sam: The figures suggest that sales are already estimated

to exceed £24 billion-a year, which is nearly five times

what it was only four years ago, in 2012. Opportunities

and new ventures will continue to grow the market over

the next four years.
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The history of the erotic

industry at a glance





When did you start Divinextases, and why did you

decide to get into the market for bio cosmetics?

Frédéric Donnat: We are a laboratory and have

 specialised in manufacturing organic products for

French companies since 2009. In 2011, we launched

Divinextases to fill a gap in the erotic cosmetics market.

You describe Divinextases as the first erotic bio

 cosmetics brand. But what is the definition of an 'erotic

bio cosmetics brand'?
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Mother nature is  the only source Divinextases t rust  when i t  comes to the ingredients of

the i r  lubr icants ,  massage o i l s ,  e tc .  But  the company’  dedicat ion to  env i ronmenta l

 awareness doesn’t  stop there, as Frédéric Donnat tel ls  EAN. Natural ly,  another big topic of

our inter view is the increasing demand for organic products in the adult  market.

“We launched Divinextases to fill a
gap in the erotic cosmetics market.”

Frédéric: We specialise in the manufacture and

 marketing of purely organic products. We have two

 certificates, one for the company and one for the

 products, obtained via the French association 'Nature

et Progrès' who have strict selection process and only

certify 100% organic products. We are also proud to

be able to use the label 'ecoemballages', for the

 recycling and management of our waste products.

Because of the reasons mentioned above, Divinextases

is the first 100% organic erotic cosmetics brand.

Frédéric Donnat on natural products made in France

I N T E R V I E W
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Frédéric Donnat wants to expand the Divinextases brand on a European level

- to that end, he is looking for interested distributors and trade membersexclusive
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All your products are

plant-based. Which plants

exactly do you use, and

which effects do they

have?

Frédéric: We use the na-

tural products of the best

quality to optimise the

 effects. In anal lubricants,

we use shea cream for

better penetration,

 lavender oil and clove for

anaesthetic effects and

anal relaxation. We also

use calendula in orgas-

mic gels, and vanilla and

gardenia as an aphrodi-

siac in massage oils.

Are you working with

 independent test labs or

NGOs to certify the quality

of your products?

Frédéric: All the products in

 Divinextases are certified as  non-

toxic by 'Label Bio Francais'. All the

products have gone through all

the necessary tests.

In which other aspects do your

 products distinguish themselves

from your competition?

Frédéric: In France, it is deemed

hypocrisy to talk about sex the way

you do in the northern part of

Europe. Even though our products

are of very high quality, it is impos-

sible to gain any rewards.

Could you give us an overview of

the products in your range?

Frédéric: There are eight product

categories. Lubricants - non-scen-

ted lubricant, scented lubricant

(raspberry), and anal lubricant.

These products are not sticky, do

not dry off, and they keep you

 hydrated because we use 100%

vegetable fat and 0% water. Anal

Relaxing - essential oil of lavender

and clove essential oil. Orgasmic

Gel - enriched with calendula.

 Sextoy Cleaner – essential oil (tea

and menthol herb) for cleaning sex

toys. Massage Oils - Mandarin-cin-

namon massage oil and gardenia-

vanilla massage oil. These products

are accompanied by support tools

for the retailers, such as testers,

samples, point of sale advertising

materials, and posters.

All your products bear the seal

'Made in France'. What does this

seal signify?

Frédéric: We manufacture and

 package all the products in our

 laboratory in the Provence, in the

South-East of France. This

guarantees distribution,

and since all products are

100% Made in France,

they are also recognised

by the French Ministry 

of Industry.

Is there a special consu-

mer group you are aiming

for with your products?

Frédéric: We are focusing

on consumers who want

products that increase

pleasure, but with zero risk

of any allergic reaction

and no undesirable  effects

during intimate hours.

More and more consu-

mers want organic

 products, whether they’re

shopping for groceries, cosmetics,

textiles, etc. They want products

that are made in a resource-

friendly and environmentally

 compatible way under fair working

conditions. Can you see a lot of

 demand for such products in the

adult market as well?

Frédéric: The adult erotic market is

not traditionally a market for organic

erotic products. There are many

products made with chemicals and

cheap imports from China – with

these products, there is an increa-

sed risk of allergic reactions during

intimate times. And as a result,

 women and the homosexual com-

munity realise how important this is.   

What makes products with organic

ingredients different from those with

conventional ones? What are the

advantages for the customer?

F R É D É R I C  D O N N A T

Divinextases – natural pleasure

with organic ingredients



Frédéric: We use 0% paraben, phenoxyethanol, palm

oil, alcohol, water, silicone, artificial colours, artificial

aromas…. Our products are 100% natural, which

changes everything for the consumer. There is zero

possibility of an allergic reaction or irritation. The texture

is very soft and runny, which is great to touch.

Why did it take so long for the adult market to

 respond to the growing popularity of organic

 products?
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Frédéric: Initially a market of erotic and sexual

 sensation, this market is more and more influenced

by women, because women take more initiative and

are more concerned about allergies than men.

Are you worried that terms and labels such as 'natural

ingredients', 'organic', etc. might be misused for the

sake of marketing?

Frédéric: The way we present Divinextases to our

 consumers is absolutely accurate: a high quality

brand, 100% organic and Made in France.

Sustainability also means making sure that your

 ingredients are produced in an ecological fashion,

e.g. with a minimal use of pesticides and preferably

not in mono-cultural settings. Where do you get your

resources and which aspects are especially

 important for you when picking them?

Frédéric: Our manufacturing methods, the materials

we use, our suppliers, and our accounts are verified

and certified by the French seal of quality. This

 guarantees production quality and the high quality

of the organic materials we use.

How do you market your products? Which channels

of distribution do you tap into?

Frédéric: We primarily distribute our products as adult

products, using channels like stores and e-com-

merce, but we also use big pharmaceutical 

chain stores.

Are you looking for European distribution partners for

your products? If so, do you prefer working directly

with the retailers, or do you favour doing business

with distributors and wholesalers?

Frédéric: In France, we work with Easy Love, the first

French network of love shops, Les 3 Suisses (mail

 order), Netcom (e-commerce) ... But as far as exports

are concerned, we are looking for collaborations with

distributors and wholesalers. Right now, we have

 distributors in UK (Net 1on1), in Belgium (Wahou), in

Italy (Le Tentatione), in Sweden (Fame X), and in

 Slovenia (Venera Shop). We wish to develop our brand

in Europe, that’s also why we participate at eroFame

every year.
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Frédéric Donnat sees increased demand

for natural products in the adult market
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Eleven years ago, Ringo Baginda lef t  Dusedo to take on new chal lenges, but now he has

returned to the company. A veteran with 15 years of industr y experience under his belt ,

Ringo knows how much the market has changed during that period. EAN had the oppor tunity

to talk with him about his return.

“I could not be happier
to stay in this business.”

Ringo Baginda – Back at Dusedo  

Ringo Baginda is happy to

be back at Dusedo

I N T E R V I E W
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Ringo, welcome back at  Dusedo. Are you happy to

be back at Dusedo? 

Ringo Baginda: Yes, finally, after 11 years, I'm back to

my old office, and looking forward to work again with

Dennis Janssen. 

What was the reason for your  return?

Ringo: After five and a half months, we realised that

the relationship   between ABS and myself was an

 unhappy one, and we decided to stop working together,

and that was the best decision ever. We are still friends,





and both of us are happy again and I can focus on ta-

king  Dusedo to a higher level again, and it works. 

Was there no doubt in your mind that you would stay in

the erotic  industry or did you consider working in anot-

her field?

Ringo: I have been working in this industry for 15 years

now. I love my job, love the customers, and see this job

and the people as my  second family, so I could not be

happier to stay in this business.

What are your particular responsibilities at Dusedo now

that you are back?

Ringo: Well, my job is simple: Go visit customers and

bring in the sales, and in the meantime, we have the

freedom to look into new items - which we did, and be-

cause of that, you will be seeing more and more own

brands from us in the future. For instance, we are laun-

ching a lubricant line in our MOI brand, and yes, things

look more than promising. 
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You have already worked at Dusedo in the past,

but you also have a lot of experience in other

positions and companies. Sounds like the perfect

combination to be prepared for your new respon-

sibilities?

Ringo: I am always ready for new responsibilities, but

yes, the business is very familiar to me. And the  network

is that big and strong that I feel very confident to do

the job.

What are Dusedo’s strengths? What can Dusedo do,

that other  distributors cannot?

Ringo: Dusedo is a smaller  company so we can decide

between the management, what we want to do and

then just do it. If we want to buy certain products, we

do it, plus, Dusedo is well-known as a very reliable com-

pany, always in touch with the customers, always paying

the bills on time... and these are great people to work

with.

You worked for Dusedo before, about 11 years ago.

What has changed since then?

Ringo: A lot! In the past, we had a car full with DVDs

and after two days you had to go back to the office to

refill the car and then go back to the customers to bring

them the new releases. Sometimes I wish we could

bring back the old days.  

The market is continuously changing. What are the key

 challenges for distributors who want to keep up the

pace?

Ringo: Make sure you have unique items or brands,

because it doesn’t make sense to try to sell all the same

labels, items etc. That’s why we try to come up with

new  products of our own!

I N T E R V I E W
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I have been working in this industry

for 15  years now. I love my job, love the

customers, and see this job and the people as

my second  family.“ 

................................ 

“
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Zoltan, 2016 is already

a few months old,

but how would you 

rate last year for your

 company?

Zoltan Body: Debra Net

Ltd. had its best business

year ever in 2015. This

outstanding result has

even surprised us. I’d like

to express our apprecia-

tion towards all Debra

partners. Without their

help, we would not 

have succeeded.

How do you explain the success of your business? What

are the pillars of your success?

Zoltan: We have always been planning for the longer

term. That way of thinking generally results in success sooner

or later. This business policy has been proven right by now.

We had a few tough years but it is worth it. The more you

work on service, business processes, and technical

 background, the better the outcomes you get. We also

take customer relationships very seriously. Our main

 ambition is to help them in reaching their goals because

their success is the key of our accomplishments.

Debra Net has just received an award for its credit rating

and has thus joined an exclusive circle that consists 
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Las t  year  was  a t remendous success  fo r  Debra Net ,  and on ly  a few weeks  ago,  the

 Hungar ian wholesaler  got  of f ic ia l  conf i rmat ion of  thei r  credi twor th iness  and f inancial

 stabi l i ty.  In shor t ,  the company seems to be in for a rosy future. EAN inter viewed Zoltan

Body, the owner and CEO of Debra Net,  asking him about the success of his company in

this highly contested market.

“We have always been planning for
the longer term.”

of very few Hungarian

 businesses. How impor-

tant are awards like this

for you?

Zoltan: The “AAA” rating is

the highest rating of its

kind, not just in Hungary

but internationally as well.

Debra Net has met the

extremely strict require-

ments made by DUN &

BRADSTREET, a well-known

ratings service provider.

The certification itself was

released by BISNODE, who have been rating companies

in view of their reliability since 1908. If you look at the

figures, you will find that Debra Net is the member of a

 select group of Hungarian companies representing only

0.63 % of the total number of businesses in our country.

Another interesting number concerns the possibility of

 insolvency, and it is 0.07%. For me, it represents the highest

level of trust. On the other hand, it definitely opens up 

new possibilities.

Due to the very competitive nature of the market and the

disintegration of the traditional supply chain, distribution is

considered a challenging field. Would you agree with 

this statement?

Zoltan: I partly agree with you. Of course, there are markets

where you often see those things. Fortunately, our main

Debra Net see their business strategy confirmed
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Zoltan Body, owner

and CEO of Debra Net

exclusive
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markets are not really af-

fected. There were few at-

tempts by a small number

of brands who tried to or-

ganise distribution on their

own. However, in the end,

they realised that it did not

work in Eastern Europe. In

the East, the traditional

 supply chain still works 

and it is a well-functioning

 option. Operating within

the traditional chain is a

great advantage, and we

are lucky that it still works in

our market.

Full product range, se-

lected brands, private

brands… there are many

different strategies in

 distribution. How would you

 position Debra on the

 market?

Zoltan: As we operate on a very special market that is  

      in-between the real West and real East, it was necessary

to modify nearly all strategies you mentioned. We do our

best to offer a full product range but at the same time we

pay much attention to a selected group of brands.

 Furthermore, we introduced 2-3 brands of our own,

 invested a lot of energy in these lines. 

If we look at our main market, Debra Net is nearly the only

company that has had a stable background for a long

time. Sometimes this becomes a reason for pressure from

both suppliers and customers. That is a challenge we need

to solve from time to time.

How hard is it to differentiate yourself from your

 competitors? What role does customer service play? Or is

everything about product range and price in the end?

Zoltan: It is extremely difficult to make a difference on a

market with strong price competition and loads of

 products. Internet and technology just intensify the race.

So customer service plays a big role and it has to meet

our partners’ everyday needs. A quality product range

and good prices definitely

mean a lot but it is only

part of the big picture.

Which brands do you

 offer right now? And

which  private brands are

doing well?

Zoltan: As we offer a

 special mix of full product

range, selected brands

and own brands, it takes

a long time to list every-

thing. Last year, we sold

more than 11,000 diffe-

rent products from many

producers. Our private

brands like Devil Sticks,

 Angel Touch, and Debra

Selection sell very well.

What are your bestsel-

lers? What trends influ-

ence your product range the most?

Zoltan: It is wiser to describe which items can be best

 sellers. They have to offer value for money, include

 unique features, and they must have excellent online or

offline support, value-added services, and represent

good quality and design. 

You are based in Hungary, which means that you are

well connected to Eastern Europe. How is the erotic

business doing there? How is the consumer climate?

Zoltan: As mentioned before, the Eastern and Central

 European markets are different, but generally, the erotic

industry in the East of Europe is doing very well. It is well

connected to the West through fruitful business

 relationships. Almost every country in this region has a

solid economic growth so consumer climate has im-

proved a lot.

What goals does Debra have for 2016? 

Zoltan: To sum things up, we intend to take further steps

in all fields of business, such as logistics, IT development,

 product range, and financial background. 
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Certified: The credit standing and

financial stability of Debra Net are rock solid
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I t  i s  p ret ty  much se l f -ev ident  that  sexual i ty  i s  an impor-

tan t  pa r t  o f  a  re la t ionsh ip .  Bu t  w i th  so  many  sex  toys

vy ing fo r  the consumers ’  a t tent ion and wal le t s ,  couples

may have a hard t ime f ind ing the r ight  product .  To  make

th ings  eas ie r  fo r  them, Dr.  TaMara and her  team s tar ted

“The Naughty  B lack Box” .  The eponymous b lack boxes  con-

ta in  a se lect ion of  sex  toys ,  based on the needs and prefe-

rences of  cer ta in  types  of  couples .  EAN wanted to  know how

Naughty  B lack Box  i s  d i f fe rent  f rom s imi la r  bundle concepts

and so we asked Dr.  TaMara,  sex  exper t  and co - founder  o f  the

company,  fo r  an in te r v iew.

“At The Naughty Black Box, 
we understand that sexuality is a lifestyle.”

Dr. TaMara, you are the founder of „The Naughty

Black Box“. What kind of boxes are we talking

about here?

Dr. TaMara: Well, actually this is a joint venture. The

Naughty Black Box is a collection of luxury adult 

relationship and intimate lifestyle enhancing products

that is intended to help couples stay connected, 

in and outside of the bedroom. The Naughty Black

Box  focuses on ensuring that our  customers 

experience unparalleled levels of love,

 romance, intimacy, and sexual pleasure.

Each speciality-themed box is tailored to

perfection and allows you to bring a 

new “sensual and sexy” element to your

relationship.

You have been a certified clinical sexologist, sex

 therapist, relationship expert, author, and speaker for

quite some time before you decided to start „The

Naughty Black Box“. What exactly have you done and

how did this lead you to the decision to start your

own business?

Naughty Black Box wants to bring couples closer together
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Dr. TaMara has been a renowned

sexologist for 15 years

exclusive
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Dr. TaMara: We wanted to make a LIFE-changing

mark in the industry that we feel so passionate about.

Our sexuality impacts our overall lifestyle and is a

 major factor in who we are. It intersects every 

dimension of our life, therefore it was important to

create a brand that is personalised, bespoke intimacy

and could seamlessly be integrated into one’s 

lifestyle. We wanted to offer an affordable luxury

product that could help 

people discover, ex-

plore, unleash, and

embrace their se-

xuality. There is so

much consideration

that goes into the

decision to purchase

a sexual enhancement 

product, we wanted to take away the

frustration, stigma, confusion, embarrassment, and

other related challenges and emotions that

 customers experience when purchasing a product,

and we decided to do so by offering a customisable

solution. Finally, offering the product in addition to

the education and coaching I do helps empower

the customer and increase sexual pleasure and 

overall quality of life.

On your website, you state that you design the boxes

with the customer in mind. How do your boxes help

your customers achieve more intimacy and passion?

Dr. TaMara: At The Naughty Black Box, we understand

that sexuality is a lifestyle. It’s more than  something

we just do for the moment. Our sexuality is who we

are and it impacts every area of our lives.  Our boxes

were designed with our customers’ lifestyle in mind.

We actually conducted a focus group made up of

women and men from our focus population. During

the focus groups, Dr. TaMara identified recurring 

themes, common concerns, and challenges among

the group participants. Based on the feedback and

results from the focus group participants, we created

the contents of our boxes. In addition, we utilised the

results and outcome of Dr. TaMara’s  research 

study about the intersectionality of sexuality and the

dimensions of pleasure that she began approximately

15 years ago.  Because our boxes are designed 

specifically from customer feedback, our customers

will be able to integrate The Naughty Black Box into

their lifestyle(s) to experience more intimacy, passion,

and pleasure. Finally, another amazing feature that

sets us apart is that, in addition to our naughty black

boxes, we offer relationship and intimacy coaching

at deeply discounted prices for customers who

want to learn more about sexua-

lity, sexual health,

eroticising plea-

sure, and safer

sex; who want to

explore various

types of relations-

hip structures; or

for couples who

would like to explore

challenges in their  relationship, 

increase intimacy, and/or spice up their relationship.

Do you have a certain target group in mind, when

you design your boxes?

Dr. TaMara: We have designed the boxes to focus

on increasing  intimacy, enhancing relationships, and

sexual pleasure. Therefore, our focus population is 

individuals and/or couples, primarily ages 25-65, who

want to discover, explore, and unleash their sexual

pleasures and those who are looking to push beyond

the conventional limits of intimacy and sexual 

pleasure.

How many boxes do you offer and how do they differ

from each  other?

Dr. TaMara: We currently offer nine curated 

naughty black boxes. Each box is specifically 

themed and  offers a variety of quality adult

relationship and  intimacy lifestyle products. 

Customers can select to order “pre-arranged” boxes

based on their sexual  desires, or they can work with

Dr. TaMara to create a customised naughty black

box of pleasure.  

How do you decide which products get put into 

a box?

Toy lovers can also subscribe to get

a “Naughty Black Box” every month
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Dr. TaMara: All products for the boxes have been 

discriminately selected. When we decided what to

include in our boxes, one of our primary concerns

was making sure we chose products that were top

quality and body safe. In addition, we were concer-

ned with the functionality of the product and ease of

use. It was also important to create boxes that appeal

to the senses. When selecting the products, the hig-

hest consideration was given to the feel, smell, sound,

and look of the product.  Finally, independent product

 reviews from the focus groups weighed heavily in on

our decision.  I’d also like to mention that Dr. TaMara

also customises boxes for customers based off a cus-

tomised profile and personalised sexual assessment.

Why should a customer choose to buy a Naughty

Black Box instead of the separate articles which 

they contain?

Dr. TaMara: Our boxes contain products that have

been specifically curated by internationally renowned

sexologist Dr. TaMara. We have spent countless hours

ensuring that our products are tailored to meet the

customers’ needs. Our naughty black boxes offer the

best quality products for a great price.

Are you working with well-known brands or suppliers

you can tell us about? Are you looking for further

 collaborations in this regard?

Dr. TaMara: Yes, we are working with many well-known

brands and suppliers to offer our customers the hig-

hest quality products at the most reasonable prices.

Our partnerships allow us to offer our customers

 custom packaging, luxury products, and great service

delivered right to their front door.
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You also offer a “Monthly Subscription Box.” What do

you send out to your customers every month?

Dr. TaMara: Yes, we offer a monthly subscription box!

Variety is the spice of life! That is what the monthly

subscription naughty black box offers -   variety! 

Another  absolutely fabulous thing about the monthly

subscription naughty black box is the element of 

surprise! Customers who sign up for this box will receive

a naughty black box each month. The contents of

the box will vary. The anticipation of receiving 

something sexy and new every month will help to 

increase intimacy, sensuality, and spontaneity! You

can think of it as a form of foreplay!

How has the reaction to your offers been so far and

which plans do you have for your first year?

Dr. TaMara: So far, the feedback has been

 phenomenal! The pilot test group has offered 

their reviews, some of which can be viewed on 

our  website. Our plan for the first year is to continue

with the launch of our lifestyle brand. We will also 

expand some of our services to include more 

education,  product information, etc. but in order 

to learn more about our plans, you have to keep The

Naughty Black Box on your radar and see what we

do next!

Where can your boxes be ordered? Do you also ship

to Europe?

Dr. TaMara: The Naughty Black Boxes can be ordered

directly from our website at www.thenaughtyblack-

box.com. We ship all over, however, international

 shipping rates will apply and will vary by country.

 Contact us for more shipping information.
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.................

The Naughty Black Box focuses on 

ensuring that our customers 

experience unparalleled levels 

of love, romance, intimacy, 

and sexual pleasure.”

................................ 

“





'Seventeen' celebrates its 40th anniversary. What can

you tell us about the origins of this label?

Andreas Kirchen: The label was started in the Netherlands

40 years ago, and it didn’t take long for it to  become a

success.

How would you describe  'Seventeen' to someone who

doesn’t know the label?

Andreas Kirchen: If you like pretty and young girls, then

'Seventeen' is the thing for you.

There are few labels in the hardcore world that last

anywhere near forty years. How can the continued success

of 'Seventeen' be explained?

Andreas Kirchen: It definitely has to do with the genre

(young girls), but the continuity of the label probably also

plays a big role.

The way porn is distributed and consumed has changed

. Did these developments have any effects on the label?

Andreas Kirchen: Well, I hope that by taking over the

Europe-wide distribution of the label, VPS was able to re-

establish 'Seventeen' in a big way because that is what

this label deserves.

Have there been big changes during these 40 years, or

has 'Seventeen' always stuck to its genre and its special

type of content?
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40 years are a long time, especially for a label in the porn

market – a market that has been subject to radical

changes in its structures and distribution channels. But

in spite of all the developments, 'Seventeen' has re-

mained a success story for four decades. To cele-

brate the big anniversary, Andreas Kirchen, the

managing director of VPS – the company distri-

buting the 'Seventeen' DVDs across Europe – an-

nounces a sales campaign for the retail trade.

“If you like pretty and young girls,
 Seventeen is the thing for you.“

Andreas Kirchen:

As has already been mentio-

ned, a label being around for 40 years is a rare thing. And

this success is owed in great part to the label’s focus on its

core qualities.

Since when has VPS been distributing 'Seventeen'? How

many productions of this label do you launch per month?

Andreas Kirchen: We took over as the exclusive  distributor

for Europe at the beginning of 2015. We release two 'Se-

venteen' titles every month, but we continuously switch

between series.

What role does this label play within the VPS range? Is it

among your top-sellers or your classics?

Andreas Kirchen: As a matter of fact, it ranks as both. 

Do you have something special in store for the trade to

celebrate the big anniversary?

Andreas Kirchen: For one, there is a special anniversary

production, '40 years of Seventeen' that features 40 girls –

and we also throw in a special poster for this film. Apart

from that, we have a special back catalogue campaign.

And we will re-release our '101 Girls' collector’s box.

'Seventeen' for 40 years – an interview with Andreas Kirchen (VPS)

exclusive
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VPS manager

Andreas Kirchen
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HOT Productions & Vertriebs GmbH /// Wagrainer Str. 35 /// 4840 Vöcklabruck /// AUSTRIA
email:  office@hot-dl.com /// tel.  +43 (0)7672 72009 /// fax.  +43 (0)7672 72009-9
Erhältlich bei Ihrem Großhändler /// Available at your wholesaler /// Disponible chez votre grossiste /// Disponible a través de su vendedor mayorista /// Disponibili presso il vostro grossista ///  
Verkrijgbaar bij uw groothandel /// Disponível junto do seu comerciante grossista /// Fåes hos din engros forhandler /// Finns hos Din grossist /// Dostpne w panstwa hurtowniach

INTIMATE CARE SOFT TAMPONS
Fühlen Sie sich frei mit den HOT INTIMATE CARE SOFT TAMPONS. Sie brauchen 
während der Menstruation nie mehr auf Intimverkehr, Sport, Spa & Wellness zu 
verzichten. HOT INTIMATE CARE SOFT TAMPONS sind fadenlos, aus weichem 
angenehmen Material und erlauben eine komfortable Tragedauer von bis zu maxi-
mal 8 Stunden. Die perfekte Ergänzung zu herkömmlichen Tampons und Binden. 
 
Feel yourself free with the HOT INTIMATE CARE SOFT TAMPONS. You will 
never have to quit sexual intercourse, sport, spa & wellness under the duration of 
the menstruation. HOT INTIMATE CARE SOFT TAMPONS are stringless, made 
of comfortable material and allow comfortable wear time up to a maximum 
of 8 hours. The perfect complement  
to conventional tampons and pads.

10 Tampons
Art. No. 44321

INTIMATE CARE 
SOFT TAMPONS

5 Tampons
Art. No. 44320

www.HOT-PV.com
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M O N T H L Y  M A Y H E M

company Fleshlight International,  S.L. for the Euro-

pean continent, with me being the one who sugges-

ted establishing  Fleshlight in Seville (Spain), as it is my

hometown. Once my working relationship with them

had come to an end, I decided to create my own

company, Lingox, of which I am very proud.

If you weren’t in this industry, what would you be 

doing now?

Manuel Martin: I would work on improving animal

breeding and reproduction through the manufacture

and sale of the products that I have developed for

the extraction of semen in animals, improving what

already exists in the market.

What was the biggest step in your career?

Manuel Martin: So far, the biggest step in my career

has been the Triple Lingox, an adult toy that combines

in a single device the 3 variations of sex: hyper-realistic

oral sex with the most realistic mouth in the market,

male masturbator, and dildo. But the biggest step is

always the next one.

Where do you see yourself in 10 years' time?

Manuel Martin: I see myself in my house in the

 country in Andalusia, breeding elite horses, and with

my sex toys and breeding companies at full  capacity.

How do you envisage the future of the love toy

 industry?

Manuel Martin: The future of the industry is very

 promising, as the number of adult toy users increases

every day, and the use of these products alone or as

Why is 2016 the year of the male sex toy for you?

Manuel Martin: Undoubtedly, from this year on, male

sex toys will expand to become as popular as    female-

oriented toys, both in terms of sales and available

products. It was high time gender equality came to

this industry.

What was your childhood ambition?

Manuel Martin: Since I was a child, I wanted to be a

professional horseman. The horse world has always

been my passion.

How did you get into the love toy indus-

try?

Manuel Martin: I got into the sex toy

industry through my contacts in the

horse world. Mr. and 

Mrs. Shubin, the owners of the

 company Fleshlight, came to Spain

to meet me as a professional

 horseman. At the time, I was wor-

king on an innovative pro-

ject myself, involving the

artificial extraction of

semen from stallions,

and the Shubins got

very interested in my

project. It was then

that I was offered to

work for them as Vice

President of Fleshlight

in Europe, and we

created the

Manuel Mar tin loves horses, and that’s actually how he got involved in the adult industry,

where he set out to revolutionise the market for male-oriented toys – first at Fleshlight and

then with his own company, Lingox. But he stil l f inds enough time for his horses and his dogs,

as he explains in this edition of Monthly Mayhem.
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Manuel Martin, CEO

Lingox Factory

Questions & Answers

Manuel Martin  

exclusive
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Manuel Martin: The perfect day is

when you succeed in getting a new

design, a new innovative idea.

How do you relax after work?

Manuel Martin: I like to end my day

riding my horses or walking my

 Rhodesian Ridgebacks.

Who would you consider your role

model and why?

Manuel Martin: In this industry, my

role model would have to be the

135

a couple is becoming more and

more natural. 

The advantages and benefits of

using these products are not just

 physical but also psychological.

I'm sure that in a few years, the

use of these products will be

 prescribed by doctors and

 psychologists as sexual health 

therapies.

What is your idea of a perfect

 working day?

company Tenga, the true number

one seller of male toys globally.

Imagine you have been asked to

award a medal to someone.

Who's the lucky winner?

Manuel Martin: I would give a

 medal to the professionals in the

sector who trust and rely on new

brands so that the industry can

gradually renew itself, thus allowing

new sensations and new products

to be offered to the public.

................

Progress consists of renewing

yourself.”

...........................“

Manuel and his

Rhodesian Ridgebacks



Which personal success are you proud of?

Manuel Martin: Having created a new company, a

perfect brand, and unique and exclusive products.

What do you particularly like about yourself?

Manuel Martin: I like my way of seeing the world and

improving myself every day.

Which vice could you never forgive?

Manuel Martin: Envy... which brings out the worst 

in people.

What song do you sing in the shower?

Manuel Martin: Flamenco

Who would you never ever like to see naked?

Manuel Martin: For me, nudity is not a problem.

With whom would you like to go to the cinema and

what movie would you watch?

Manuel Martin: With anyone who believes himself 

to be invincible, and I would go to see David 

and  Goliath.
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You have a month's holiday. Where would you go?

Manuel Martin: Finisterre, known in antiquity as 'the

end of the Earth', a magical place located in Galicia,

Spain.

Which three things would you take with you to a

 deserted island?

Manuel Martin: I would only take one, the Triple

 Lingox, which counts as three ... 

If you could swap lives with somebody for a day, who

would it be?

Manuel Martin: Leonardo DaVinci. I would like to see

the world through his eyes.

Is there anything you would never do again?

Manuel Martin: I would not work for someone 

else again.

Do you have some good advice you want to share

with our readers?

Manuel Martin: Progress consists of renewing

 yourself.

I N T E R V I E W

Horses are Manuel’s

biggest passion
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30 ml 

Art. Nr.: 44200

Hergestellt nach alter  
chinesischer Rezeptur. Diese 
Zusammensetzung wird in China 
seit Jahrhunderten erfolgreich 
eingesetzt. Kann den vorzeitigen 
Samenerguss verzögern.

An age old Chinese formula.  
Has been used for centuries  
with great success in China.  
Can delay the premature  
ejaculation.

10 ml 

Art. Nr.: 44202

Rhino 
Long Power Spray

Rhino 
Long Power Cream

Rhino 
      Long Power

WWW.HOT-PV.COM

HOT PRODUCTION

Erhältlich bei Ihrem Großhändler /// Available at your wholesaler /// Disponible chez votre grossiste /// Disponible a través 
de su vendedor mayorista /// Disponibili presso il vostro grossista /// Verkrijgbaar bij uw groothandel /// Disponível junto do seu 
comerciante grossista /// Fåes hos din engros forhandler /// Finns hos Din grossist /// Dostpne w panstwa hurtowniach
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Erhältlich bei Ihrem Großhändler /// Available at your wholesaler /// Disponible chez votre grossiste /// Disponible a través 
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2 pcs.
Art. No. 44571

Nahrungsergänzungsmittel –  
kann aufgrund der besonderen  
Wirkstoffe pure Kraft verleihen! 

Nutritional supplement –  
can give you pure power  
thanks to its special formula!

WWW.HOT-PV.COM
HOT PRODUCTION

WOMAN

EXXTREME  
libido+ caps

Nahrungsergänzungsmittel –  
Kann aufgrund der speziell ausge- 
wählten Wirkstoffe die Lust, Ausdauer 
und Leistungsfähigkeit anregen!  

Nutritional supplement –  
Can stimulate as a result of specially  
selected ingredients, the desire,  
stamina and performance!

2 pcs.
Art. No. 44575

5 pcs.
Art. No.
44572

5 pcs.
Art. No. 
44576

10 pcs.
Art. No. 
44577

10 pcs.
Art. No. 
44573

 

 
 

 

  
  
 

  
  

 

  
 

 
  

  
  

  

 

 
 

 

  
  
 

  
  

 

  
 

 
  

  
  

  

 

 
 

 

  
  
 

  
  

 

  
 

 
  

  
  

  

 

 
 

 

  
  
 

  
  

 

  
 

 
  

  
  

  

 

 
 

 

  
  
 

  
  

 

  
 

 
  

  
  

  

 

 
 

 

  
  
 

  
  

 

  
 

 
  

  
  

  

 

 
 

 

  
  
 

  
  

 

  
 

 
  

  
  

  

 

 
 

 

  
  
 

  
  

 

  
 

 
  

  
  

  

 

 
 

 

  
  
 

  
  

 

  
 

 
  

  
  

  

 

 
 

 

  
  
 

  
  

 

  
 

 
  

  
  

  

 

 
 

 

  
  
 

  
  

 

  
 

 
  

  
  

  

 

 
 

 

  
  
 

  
  

 

  
 

 
  

  
  

  

 

 
 

 

  
  
 

  
  

 

  
 

 
  

  
  

  

 

 
 

 

  
  
 

  
  

 

  
 

 
  

  
  

  

 

 
 

 

  
  
 

  
  

 

  
 

 
  

  
  

  

 

 
 

 

  
  
 

  
  

 

  
 

 
  

  
  

  

 

 
 

 

  
  
 

  
  

 

  
 

 
  

  
  

  

 

 
 

 

  
  
 

  
  

 

  
 

 
  

  
  

  

 

 
 

 

  
  
 

  
  

 

  
 

 
  

  
  

  

 

 
 

 

  
  
 

  
  

 

  
 

 
  

  
  

  

 

 
 

 

  
  
 

  
  

 

  
 

 
  

  
  

  

 

 
 

 

  
  
 

  
  

 

  
 

 
  

  
  

  

 

 
 

 

  
  
 

  
  

 

  
 

 
  

  
  

  

 

 
 

 

  
  
 

  
  

 

  
 

 
  

  
  

  

 

 
 

 

  
  
 

  
  

 

  
 

 
  

  
  

  

 

 
 

 

  
  
 

  
  

 

  
 

 
  

  
  

  

 

 
 

 

  
  
 

  
  

 

  
 

 
  

  
  

  

 

 
 

 

  
  
 

  
  

 

  
 

 
  

  
  

  

 

 
 

 

  
  
 

  
  

 

  
 

 
  

  
  

  

 

 
 

 

  
  
 

  
  

 

  
 

 
  

  
  

  

 

 
 

 

  
  
 

  
  

 

  
 

 
  

  
  

  





Erhältlich bei Ihrem Großhändler /// Available at your wholesaler /// Disponible chez votre gros-
siste /// Disponible a través de su vendedor mayorista /// Disponibili presso il vostro grossista ///  
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200 ml - strawberry

200 ml

200 ml - amber
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MINTIMATE MOMENTS  200ml/6.8 fl.oz:

2 in 1  Art.No. 66007
2 in 1  Art.No. 66008 strawberry

2 in 1  Art.No. 66009 amber

200ml /6.8 fl.oz
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PRODUCT

PREMIUM QUALITY
PRODUCTS

Producer and wholesaler of pharmaceutical, cosmetic and stimulating products

cobeco pharma wholesale bv • hertzstraat 2 • 2652 xx  berkel en rodenrijs • the netherlands

info@cobeco.nl • www.cobeco.nl • t +31 (0)10 290 09 91 • f +31 (0)10 290 09 94

sales@cobeco.nl • shop.cobeco.nl • t +31 (0)10 290 65 25

Cobeco Pharma’s private label offers you totally new product features 

by designing products with your label. Need some erotic glam for a 

pleasure catcher? Our business will be your anticipated products! 

With Cobeco Pharma’s private label you can produce your own 

products by selecting your preferred components. You have the free 

choice to either update your former product range with new specs, or 

you can create a totally new sub-label with some new sensual looks.  

We produce and design the products under your label, whereafter 

it automatically will be delivered. The new face of erotics is only an 

order away!

For more information and inquiries go www.cobeco.nl/privatelabel

COSMETICS  I  LUBRICANTS  I  GELS &CREAMS  I  HEALTHCARE  I  OILS  I  FOOD SUPPLEMENTS

WARMING STRAW
BERRY COOLING VANILLA CHOCO

THE POSSIBILITIES ARE ENDLESS
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EAN

Annual Subscription
12 issues p.a. incl. combined issues

Subscription Price  
180,- EUR
(plus VAT and mailing expenses))

Company
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Phone; Fax

Street Address / PO Box

City / Postal Code

Date  / Signature

Direct Debit
Bank

Bank Code / 
Account Number

Account Holder

Date / Signature

Note: The subscription is valid for the duration of a year
and will be renewed by one additional year if the
 publishing house does not receive a written cancellation 
at least six weeks before the end of the year. 
Subscription/ mailing expenses for one year are to be
paid up front.
Warranty: I/we can revoke the subscription within 7 days
by sending a written cancellation to MEDIATAINMENT
 publishing (letter: date of postmark).
I confirm this with my signature.

Cut out the coupon and mail it to:
MEDIATAINMENT PUBLISHING VERLAGS GmbH
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Immediate Fax Order
05138-60 220-29
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ANME Founders Show 
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ETO Show
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Shots Europe Sales Week 
18 - 22 July, 2016 • Beneden-Leeuwen, The Netherlands
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Show your true colors with the Get Real by TOYJOY collection. 

These lifelike vibrating and non-vibrating dildos are the real deal 

and will thrill you with their unique skills and solid shapes.

WWW.SCALAPLAYHOUSE.COM



tradeenquiries@lovehoney.co.ukContact your favourite distributor:
® & © Lovehoney Ltd 2016. 

 

 




